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國立政治大學英國語文學系碩士班 

碩士論文提要 

 

論文名稱: 愛倫坡作品中之魑魅陽剛與同性慾望 

 

指導教授: 葉德宣 教授 

 

研究生: 徐千惠 

 

論文提要內容: 

 

本論文旨在分析愛倫坡作品中之陽剛氣質與同性慾望的社會建構，藉由探討男性

敘事者的負面情感與角色間的同性社交慾望，本研究意欲以酷兒閱讀的方法對美

國戰前時期文本提出新詮。 

 

論文第一部分剖析短篇故事《黑貓》中正典陽剛氣質與異性戀婚家常規之共構、

重探維多利亞時期公私領域分離的意識形態如何性別化地形塑家庭與酒館之文

化意義，並據此提出敘事者和其寵物黑貓間的親密關係或可理解為一種酷兒情慾

之隱喻。在此脈絡下，敘事者對雄貓之恐懼與同性親密關係之拒斥遂映照出其悖

離資本主義式中產階級男性身分之挫敗陽剛。 

 

第二部分以《威廉‧威爾森》為例，探討哥德傳統中反覆出現的替身母題與自戀

和男性偏執妄想之內在關聯。延續傳統上常見於愛倫坡研究的心理分析方法，此

章在不否定將主角替身視為超我的前提下，將焦點轉移至主角與替身之間競爭關

係的曖昧模稜，並揭示這種競爭關係與賽菊寇同性社交慾望理論之若合符節。 

 

第三部分檢視同性慾望結構中常見的死亡慾力與肉身性如何具體而微地在長篇

小說《亞瑟‧戈登‧皮姆之自述》中呈現。此章從巴特勒對佛洛伊德《傷逝與憂

鬱》論述之改寫出發，重新闡釋故事中帶有毀滅色彩的重要場景──奧古斯特之

死與集體食人，並分析同性愛結構中被壓抑的慾力投注如何以情感遺骸之形式往

復迴返，成為美國戰前時期性別憂鬱之縮影。 

 

據此，論文將問題意識收束在三個面向:陽剛身分之內在裂隙、同性社交情誼之

踰越性、與情感的性別政治意涵，透過梳理愛倫坡筆下男性角色的負面情感，本
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論文得以發掘其作品中哥德元素、破碎陽剛與酷兒情慾間的潛在關聯，進而揭示

同性情慾如何在美國戰前文學中隱沒／現身。 

 

關鍵字:愛倫坡，哥德／志異，戰前奇情小說，負面情感，陽剛氣質，同性慾望，

賽菊寇，巴特勒 
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Abstract 

The present study engages three works written by Edgar Allan Poe to 

contextualize the construction of masculinity and same-sex desire in antebellum 

sensation fictions. While ample analyses have been dedicated to Poe’s depictions of 

femininity, the interrelation between masculinity and incipient homoeroticism in his 

stories proves to be significantly understudied. By examining the negative affects of 

Poe’s male protagonists—respectively fear in “The Black Cat,” paranoia in “William 

Wilson,” and melancholia in The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket, this 

project aims to provide a queer reinterpretation of these texts. 

Structurally, the thesis consists of five chapters. The second chapter delineates 

the Victorian separate spheres ideology to explore its significance in the formation of 

normative manhood in “The Black Cat.” By underscoring the homoerotic relationship 

between the narrator and Pluto, the study thereby sees the conclusion of the story as a 

testimonial to the unattainable ideals of Jacksonian manhood and its oppressive 

continuum with the heterosexual domestic sphere. In so doing, the study is able to 

substantiate a connection between the narrator’s perverseness with a homosocial 

desire that is subjected to heteronormative cultural silencing.   

The third chapter is an attempt to establish a linkage between Gothic doubling, 

narcissism, and male paranoia in “William Wilson.” While exhaustive studies have 

been taken upon to validate the readings wherein the second Wilson is treated as the 

narrator’s super-ego, the present study further argues that Gothic doubling finds 

expression in this tale in the form of capitalist competitiveness. Building on this 

observation, the project examines Poe’s doubling in relation to the narrator’s paranoia 
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and his conscious disengagement from the patriarchal social order. Through a 

reassessment of the gentlemanly edifices of Poe’s male characters, this study explores 

the constructedness of antebellum manhood and discovers a concurrence of onanism 

and homosexuality in Poe’s time, thereby establishing a connection between Wilson’s 

narcissistic desire and its homoerotic potentialities.  

Lastly, the fourth chapter demonstrates how unconsummated mourning over the 

loss of same-sex ties in The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket functions 

as an integral part of Jacksonian normative male identity. Focusing on the queer 

connotations of Pym’s break from patronymic ties, this study contends that becoming 

the antebellum subject entails a preclusion of homosexual attachments. Reconsidering 

the protagonist’s inability to mourn Augustus Barnard’s death and the crew’s 

cannibalism, this study sees Arthur Gordon Pym as the Butlerian melancholic subject 

who is unable to perform the work of mourning for his beloved object. Read in 

tandem with Freud’s conception of primordial parricide, the fraternal revolt that 

works at the center of the story can be viewed as a form of gender nonconformity 

which foregrounds melancholia in the abandonment of familial bonds.   

As such, the project excavates the instability, constructedness, and finally—the 

Gothicness that underlie Poe’s representations of masculinity. Reappraising the failed 

manhood of Poe’s men, this thesis concludes that the affective dynamics between 

Poe’s male characters are inextricably bound up with their broken masculinity and 

queer homoerotics. 

 

Keywords: Edgar Allan Poe, the Gothic, antebellum sensation fiction, negative affect, 

masculinity, same-sex desire, Eve Sedgwick, Judith Butler 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

Admittedly one of the most audacious writers in nineteenth-century American 

literature, Edgar Allan Poe has long received ample critical attention for his grotesque 

tales of ratiocination and stylistic insights in both poetry and prose. Critics feel 

compelled to constantly revisit Poe’s life, a perennial source of controversy, which 

proves to be ineluctably tied to his aesthetics. Nevertheless, the purpose of this study 

is not to offer yet another reading based upon biographical criticism, but to explore 

possibilities which deviate from the interpretations that have been introduced thus far, 

most of which concern primarily the aspects of race, slavery, and femininity. My 

study seeks to examine the overdetermined historical relation between masculinities 

and homosocial desire represented in antebellum literature and how it interrogates the 

concomitant privileging of heteronormativity1 and hegemonic masculinity.  

To gain a better understanding of antebellum manhood, it is vital to sketch out 

the capitalist market economy of the Jacksonian Era, a catalyst firmly anchored in the 

construction of aggressive, self-made manhood. The “Panic of 1837,” followed by six 

years of depression, has its fair share of consequences not only in terms of national 

economy but the definition of professional masculinity. The late 1830s witnessed a 

ubiquitous presence of male debtors who suffer from financial panic as well as failure 

to embody the ideologies of middle-class individualism. Nevertheless, in Poe’s 

                                                      
1 The term heteronormativity is first coined by Michael Warner in his introduction to 

Fear of a Queer Planet: Queer Politics and Social Theory, one of the fundamental 

works in queer theory. It refers to the social institutions and prevailing structures of 

thinking that both derive from and reinforce heterosexuality as well as gender 

differences—as Warner illustrates—“ways of opposing home and economy, the 

political and personal, or system and lifeworld” (xxiii). Heteronormative culture 

stratifies sexualities, devalorizes those that fall outside of the normative principles, 

and circulates in both theory and practice. A social/moral prescription and a privileged 

institution, heteronormativity has been deeply embedded within the ideological state 

apparatus, working hand in hand with marriage and reproductivism.  
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narratives, women have long been considered the quintessential bearers of affect2 as 

in “Ligeia” and “Morella,” which I argue, is an observation largely based upon undue 

haste. New modes of feelings emerge in response to drastic socio-economic upheavals, 

among which fear, paranoia, and melancholy predominate as an integral part in the 

gender formation of masculinity. In the wake of this social trauma, mass culture helps 

to ferment a proliferation of sensation narratives which unsurprisingly abound in male 

figures that are depicted as panic-stricken professionals deeply enmeshed in economic 

disempowerment. The financial drudgery that drove Poe to move to Baltimore found 

its way to linger throughout the mid-1840s. With the advent of newly developed ethos, 

it came as no surprise that American writers in this era began to explore negative 

affects with a view to understanding masculinity.  

 

1.1 Critical Background 

As its British antecedent, the rise of the Gothic in America epitomized otherness

─the ominous shadows that loomed over Enlightenment philosophies, political 

utopianism, and Transcendentalist futurity. Essentially, the Gothic addresses ancient 

fears and anxieties codified in the forms of cultural, social, racial, and sexual alterity. 

Adopting shared settings, motifs, and narrative conflicts, the Gothic nonetheless 

proliferated in a wide range and variety of manifestations. The persistence of the 

Gothic as a genre is demonstrated in the fact that it provides a fertile ground for 

transgressions; such amorphous multiplicity makes it an unfailing source of scholarly 

engagements. Principal among these engagements would be studies in non-normative 

desires and sexualities. As reiterated by critics, encounters with non-normative sexual 

                                                      
2 Joan Dayan’s “Amorous Bondage: Poe, Ladies, and Slaves” probes into Poe’s 

aesthetics of idealized femininity in “Morella,” “Ligeia,” “Berenice,” “The Fall of the 

House of Usher,” and “Eleonora” as well as the intertwined metaphysics of romance 

and servitude revealed by the dominating position of his male narrators.  
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practices and gender roles, or so-called, “perversions,” may elicit uncanny emotions. 

Specifically, the uncanny and the terror of the Gothic emerge when the boundaries 

between gender, bodies, the self and the other become fluid and permeable. Such a 

liminal moment materializes when barriers can no longer function to differentiate 

between rational and irrational, institutionally approved and morally illicit emotions. 

(Coherence 13) 

In her study of male-male relationships in mid-eighteenth to 

mid-nineteenth-century English literature, Eve Sedgwick broaches the notion 

“homosocial desire.” An oxymoron which differentiates “homosociality”—the act of 

male bonding—from “homosexuality”—the potentially romantic and erotic, 

homosocial desire nonetheless denotes “the potential unbrokenness of a continuum” 

between the two (Between Men 1). Paralleling the ambivalent nature of male 

homosocial relations, a recurrent scene that circulates in the nineteenth-century 

Gothic novels is the “male chase,” “the tableau of two men chasing one another 

across a landscape” in which two male subjects share a bond that is either “murderous 

or amorous” (Coherence ix). Figured in the form of male competitiveness and bitter 

rivalry, this tableau is inherently homophobic due to “the absence of any felt 

specificity of male homosexual desire” (x). The love-hate ambivalence is further 

explored by George Haggerty in his seminal work Queer Gothic (2006) where 

same-sex eroticism lurks beneath Gothic tropes. Central to his analysis of the Gothic 

is male subjectivity defined in loss. For Haggerty, the foreclosure of homoerotic 

possibilities foregrounds a sense of loss that lies at the heart of many Gothic texts 

which depend on broken masculinity and eroticized fear of deviant sexualities to bring 

horror to the fore. Here, horror articulates most distinctively in the form of bourgeois, 

heterosexual, homophobic paranoia.  

Albeit tracing its epistemological roots to the English literary convention, the 
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Gothic formula discussed by Sedgwick and Haggerty proves to be astonishingly true 

in Poe’s narratives, wherein male-male relationships are often both amorous and 

murderous. As critics have noted, lacking the jovial encounters between male bodies 

that characterize Whitman and Melville’s works, male-male intimacy in Poe’s tales is 

unsurprisingly understudied in “[the] genealogy of gay-male-affirmative” American 

literary canon (Stadler, “Poe and Queer Studies” 19). Furthermore, Poe’s first-person 

male narrators typically exhibit a self-destructive preference for “the Abyss” to “the 

strong Emersonian self” (Bloom, qtd. in Leverenz 218) while non-normative desires 

are most manifest in the forms of secrecy, incompletion, and criminal guilt. Put 

concisely, desires in Poe’s tales are frequently organized around a sense of loss and 

mourning for the same-sex. 

In his 1917 essay “Mourning and Melancholia,” Sigmund Freud defines the 

works of mourning as a reaction to the loss of an object—possibly a loved person, a 

nation, or an ideal. Nevertheless, in melancholia, one is unaware of what has been lost 

in an object and exhibits a general cessation of interest in the external world together 

with a tendency for self-criticism. To be more precise, a melancholic undergoes “an 

extraordinary diminution on his self-regard, an impoverishment of his ego on a grand 

scale” manifested in the form of self-reproaches (246). The crucial feature that 

distinguishes the process of mourning from the state of melancholia is that the latter is 

“an object-loss . . . withdrawn from consciousness,” whereas in mourning one can 

clearly recognize what is lost as an object (245). Notably, a melancholic is 

characterized not only by his excessive communicativeness, but also an overcoming 

of the instinct of self-preservation. As Freud theorizes it, the determinant that 

separates the normal process of mourning and melancholia is that in the latter, the loss 

of a love-object is always an unconscious one. This observation is particularly 

pertinent to my study, as forms of queer desire in antebellum texts generally operate 
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on an unconscious level. 

Problematizing the abovementioned theory, Judith Butler’s revision of the 

Freudian melancholic underscores the heterosexualized aspect of his hypothesis. 

According to Freud, melancholic incorporation occurs when the ego identifies with its 

object in order that a complete loss is averted. Butler calls our attention to Freud’s 

essay The Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality, wherein masculinity and 

femininity take shape through prohibitions that “demand the loss of certain sexual 

attachments” and that those losses “not be grieved” (Psychic Life of Power 135). 

More specifically, insofar as the preconditions of masculinity and femininity depend 

on the accomplishment of heterosexuality, this accomplishment dictates a repudiation 

of homosexual attachments. Paradoxically, it is by relinquishing these homosexual 

attachments that the object-loss is preserved as a repudiated identification, an 

identification which can never be complete, hence the heterosexual identity is 

established through ungrievable homosexual cathexis. Simply put, heterosexuality, 

based on the Freudian rationale, is always already validated by a prohibition of 

homosexuality, a melancholic incorporation of the love it can never grieve. Though 

fairly controversial from an anthropological perspective, Freud’s Totem and Taboo 

elucidates on the mechanism that underlies the origin of human civilization, which 

can be traced back to the struggle between a fraternal order and the primal Father. In 

his account of the ambivalent feelings felt by the fraternity toward their Father, Freud 

famously argues that by cannibalistically ingesting the Father, the band of brothers 

complete the process of identification and can finally be freed from patriarchal rein 

whilst gaining access to the Mother. However, this patricide has its inevitable and 

prolonged emotional leftovers. As Freud theorizes it, the fraternity experiences their 

deferred affection for the Father in the form of guilt and remorse. Although the incest 

taboo enables the brothers to bolster “the organization which had made them 
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strong . . . [that] may have been based on homosexual feelings and acts” (Totem and 

Taboo 167), the fraternity is “always already haunted and left bereft by its internalized 

awareness of the prohibition against the homosexual desires that mobilized it in the 

first place” (Greven 128). Building on this theoretical framework, I contend that the 

melancholia of Poe’s male characters, read in tandem with their adamant refusal to 

achieve Oedipal socialization and their homosocial/homosexual relations, bears 

witness to the queer loss delineated by Haggerty. Crucially, as I will elucidate later, 

the internalized prohibition that foregrounds such a sense of loss is prevalent in Poe’s 

male subjects-in-the-making. In many of Poe’s works, melancholia intersects with the 

Gothic in that they both present a cannibalistic self-consuming aspect, an emotional 

void which serves as a repository of unassimilated loss. Arguably, what 

metaphorically aligns the Gothic and melancholia in Poe is a quality of defiance 

against the Symbolic system’s compensation for such a loss, as evidenced by his male 

characters’ strategic repudiations of normalcy along with the hope and positivity it 

appears to guarantee.  

Such a position characterized by conscious repudiations of hope and positivity 

resonates with the antisocial turn in queer theory, which posits an intrinsic antisocial 

negativity within queerness. Formulated by Leo Bersani’s Homos and later 

concretized in Lee Edelman’s No Future, the antisocial thesis tactically embraces 

homosexuality as a perverse, non-reproductive, future-negating force that threatens 

the social. Insofar as homosexuality fails to reproduce an acknowledged form of 

familial relations and domestic unions, it fails to perform the social. Specifically, 

queer subjects epitomize anti-sociality in that they fail to participate in a future 

represented by the positive image of the Child. As such, the queer figure stands 

between the heteronormative optimistic investment in utopianism and its determinant 

fulfillment, emblematic of the system’s ironic incoherence, “the place of the social 
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order’s death drive” (No Future 3). It disrupts a collective future by exposing its 

fractures from within. In this respect, queerness functions as the Lacanian Real, the 

structural fissure within the Symbolic Order that defies intelligibility and 

inter-subjective recognitions. Insofar as queers stave off teleology, they strike a pose 

of negativity which unequivocally resists a forward-looking politics that perpetuate 

the future-oriented logic in both time and space. Edelman’s polemics of queer 

negativity thereby designate a crucial shift from the redemptive, restorative, 

identitarian politics toward a self-shattering and antisocial theory of sexuality that 

urges for an undoing of reproductive futurism.  

Through the lens of this particular strand of queer theory, the present study 

reconsiders the interrelation between queer negativity and the death-driven force that 

repeatedly comes to the fore in Poe’s aesthetics. More precisely, this thesis further 

argues that what Ann Cvetkovich terms “an archive of feelings” manifests itself in 

Poe’s works in the forms of refusal, dejection, ennui, grief, and ironic distancing, 

affects integral to the conception of queer negativity. As evidenced by the long 

established antithesis between Transcendentalism and Poe’s aesthetic theory, negative 

affects stand at the very forefront of this opposition by proposing a politics other than 

embracing the elevating and positive emotions that sublimate the individual to an 

intersubjective relation of “human within Nature.” Admittedly, the sociability that 

bolsters queer utopianism and seeks to redeem negative queer experiences which are 

too often dismissed as sterile, narcissistic indulgences needs itself to be reexamined 

and taken as a political statement. 

Overall, this project seeks to tease out the ties between masculinity and negative 

affects with a focus on fear, paranoia, and melancholia, which play a pivotal role in 

the construction of the masculine subjecthood of Poe’s male protagonists. By 

rereading three texts of Poe—respectively, “The Black Cat (1843),” “William Wilson 
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(1839),” and The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket (1837)—I contend 

that Gothic tropes in Poe’s works essentially depend on the homosociality between his 

male characters to develop and function as a critique of gender normativity. To begin 

with, this thesis interprets the homosocial relationship between the narrator and Pluto 

in “The Black Cat” as a testimonial to the unattainable ideals of Jacksonian manhood 

and its oppressive continuum with the heterosexual domestic sphere. Critics in the 

past emphasize the link between financial crisis and the narrator’s failed domestic 

manhood, thereby interpreting the resolution of the story as a failed reassertion of his 

intimidated masculine power in the guise of hypermasculine violence which renders 

him “weak, faint-hearted, and emasculated” (Bliss 98). I argue that the narrator’s fear 

and self-destruction can be seen as a productive locus of queer potentiality which 

reveals the claustrophobic constraint of heterosexual domesticity when read in tandem 

with his ambivalent feelings toward the two black cats.  

Critical assessments bifurcate into three directions: psychoanalytic readings that  

identify the black cat as the domestic uncanny, a signifier of the invasion of a 

psychological trauma into the private interior (Møllegaard 12); racial studies that 

examine the South’s proslavery rhetoric perpetuated by Poe’s representations of 

master/slave relationships and bestialized black bodies (see Morrison and Ginsberg 

for example); feminist investigations which view the story as Poe’s negotiation with 

gender and domesticity, thereby identifying it as a problematization of the Victorian 

ideology of separate spheres—an observation which proves valuable to my analysis of 

the vicissitudes of manhood. 

Frequently read as a coded biography that embodies the author’s struggles to live 

in accordance with the ideal of the antebellum Southern Gentleman (Leverenz 216), 

“The Black Cat” has nonetheless yet to receive much critical attention to Poe’s 

authorial treatment of male-male relationships, an integral part in the construction of 
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antebellum male identity. From a closer scrutiny of male identity represented in the 

story, critics note that the anxiety-ridden selfhood recurrent in Poe’s oeuvre testifies to 

a “rigidly gendered mode of behaviour . . . staged repeatedly in his poetry and fiction, 

in which Poe/the male protagonist/the I-narrator either falls into abjectly dependent 

relationships with dead or dying women or engages in hostile encounters with men” 

(Kennedy 539). Leland S. Person, for instance, observes that the female character, 

confined in a household setting, becomes the victim of the Victorian separate sphere 

ideology where “The Angel in the House” almost always ends up “the Dead Wife in 

the Basement” (“Poe and Nineteenth-Century Gender Constructions” 134).  

As if parodying the reforming power of domestic values, Poe’s work presents the 

home as “the nightmarish site of barely repressed hostility between men and women” 

(134). Also acknowledging the culturally determined gender norms of Poe’s time, Ann 

Bliss reads the black cat Pluto as the narrator’s surrogate child who rejects his 

maternal affection. She further emphasizes the link between the narrator’s financial 

crisis and his failed domestic manhood, thereby interpreting the resolution of the story 

as a thwarted reassertion of intimidated masculine power in the guise of 

hypermasculine violence, which renders him “weak, faint-hearted, and emasculated” 

(98). 

As illuminating and persuasive as these readings prove to be, they downplay the 

role of male-male relationship in constructing Poe’s critique of the heterosexual 

matrix by situating the problem with domesticity at the center of gender differences 

and examine it within the framework of dichotomized relations between men and 

women. While it may be true that his female protagonists too often become “objects 

of uncontrollable fascination” whereas male narrators find themselves constantly 

caught up in antagonism which involves another man who evokes “mistrust, deceit, or 

violence” (Kennedy, qtd. in Person 131), an indisputable fact should be brought up: in 
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certain works, Poe stages his familial fiasco by emphasizing the relations between his 

male characters rather than dwelling upon a bygone heterosexual romance.  

This viewpoint can be located in a more pertinent theoretical framework when 

we consider David Anthony’s endeavor to contextualize the Jacksonian Gothic within 

the cultural work of discursive constructions. In the wake of the Panic of 1837, the 

affective effusion often found in sensation novels shows that incipient modes of 

emotional expressions, male fear and panic in particular, are in fact discursive 

constructions as a response to socio-economic crises, which brings Ann Cvetkovich to 

the conclusion that “[t]he middle-class subject . . . is constructed as a feeling subject” 

(qtd. in Anthony 729).  

What this actually entails is that the dangerous affective experiences provided by 

sensation literature during the mid-nineteenth century do so by commodifying and 

exchanging experiences that “appeal to baser animalistic, instinctual impulses” which 

are often depicted as “an “appetite” or “craving,” occasionally to the point of 

“addiction” and “perversion” (Cvetkovich 20). It is precisely based upon this rationale 

that literary genres which depend on the arousal of negative affect to relieve anxieties 

are often deprecated and held anathema to the Victorian belief in perpetual progress. 

Sensationalism, and more specifically, Gothic fictions, are relegated to an 

aesthetically inferior genre precisely owing to an unmistakable hierarchized split 

wherein body and emotion are assigned a subordinate position to mind and reason. 

The cultural premise that literature should appeal to “higher faculties” thereof, masks 

a political maneuver as well as an ethical discourse which perpetuate the 

marginalization of cultural taste and forms that speak to a certain multitude, in this 

case, the working class and women. Simply put, the anxiety toward the rapid 

proliferation of sensation novels to a great extent “prefigures resistance or 

transgression of social strictures” (Cvetkovich 22). 
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Whether mass culture consumption is capable of producing transgressive power 

as such and therefore works to shape a counternarrative against Victorian 

progressivism still remains a contestable ground for many. Taking Cvetkovich’s 

perspective as an anchorage point, David Anthony further maps out the interplay 

between male affect and sensational narratives by calling our attention to Michael 

Milner’s discussion of a sensational text, in which he stated that the transgressive 

potential pertaining to the antebellum Gothic, are in actuality, integral to sustaining a 

“normative and privatized form of liberal masculinity” (qtd. in Anthony 729). Readily 

identifiable, the Foucauldian premise of repressive hypothesis is not lost on Anthony 

as he concludes with a rather pessimistic argument that albeit seemingly emblematic 

of emancipatory forms of desire and sexuality, the figure of the debtor recurrent in 

sensation literature was, in fact, “refashioned into a submissive subject, one who, inter 

alia, ends up more fully incorporated within the spheres of a genteel and often 

feminized form of middle-class masculinity” (729).  

Positing my argument against Milner and Anthony’s theoretical stances, I argue 

that these readings, while highlighting the risk of granting sensationalism an 

inherently subversive position, all too hastily dismiss the potentially productive nature 

of affective bodies and the political agency that accumulates within the didactics 

between mass culture and aesthetic practices. By this statement I do not intend to 

suggest that “culture merely reroutes affect rather than actively constructing it,” or 

that affect exists as a “prediscursive entity” which can be considered exterior to the 

cultural subtexts that structure and produce it,” as Cvetkovich argues against in a 

slightly different context (Cvetkovich 28). While I agree with her characterization of 

mass-cultural texts as not merely a conduit for emotions but apparatuses that actively 

construct affective experience, I nonetheless believe that representations of 

non-normative desire in sensational literature may open up multiple sites for 
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resistance and that the activity of the reader, together with that of the critics, form the 

locus of mobilizing emotions. Indeed, literary works are not intrinsically saturated 

with transformative power, but the act of interpreting and analyzing them not only 

contributes to the mobilization of affect and pleasure, but radically shifts the paradigm 

of literary criticism.  

Notwithstanding the fact that scholarship began delineating manhood by 

studying its part independently of men’s complex societal relations, critical attention 

has been developed to reexamine masculinity in dialogue with other social 

constructions. As a matter of fact, feminist criticism of nineteenth century American 

literature has endeavored to enrich the inquiries into “non-normative sociality,” as 

Neff specifies (5). More precisely, recent studies have accentuated the 

intersectionality of race, class and the formation of masculinity by examining the role 

of women alongside and against the role of men, a tendency which hitherto renders 

same-sex desire in American Gothic fictions significantly understudied. In this project, 

I seek to reinvigorate current researches by delving into the role of male homosocial 

desire in relation to emotions—with a focus on fear, paranoia, and melancholia—and 

how they shed light on the construction of Jacksonian masculinity in Poe’s tales.  

     Brian Neff’s theorization of male affect offers richly divergent, heterogeneous 

tools in this respect. With regard to the role of fear in the construction of masculinity, 

Neff calls our attention to the intersections of Sedgwick’s contention that Gothic 

terror is constituted by the fear of disrupted boundaries and Butler’s diction in a 

context where she poses a question regarding the fear of alternative sexual practices: 

“Is the breakdown of gender binaries . . . so monstrous, so frightening, that it must be 

held to be definitionally impossible and heuristically precluded from any effort to 

think gender?” (qtd. in Neff 4) One is tempted to go so far as to claim that this is the 

moment when homosexuality comes to embody a source of genuine anxiety for men 
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who attempt to navigate their roles in a society. The precariousness of attempting to 

establish a masculine identity by othering its counterpart is reminded by Lee Edelman 

in Homographesis: “[The] historical positing of the category of ‘the homosexual’ 

textualizes male identity as such, subjecting it to the alienating requirement that it be 

‘read,’ and threatening . . . to strip ‘masculinity’ of its privileged status as the 

self-authenticating paradigm of the natural or the self-evident” (12).     

To put it more succinctly, masculinity can no longer be contained in a consistent 

category, nor can it bolster the axiomatic norm against which all otherness is defined. 

The crux of this gender indeterminacy lies in the fact that to be “not-female” no 

longer suffices, one has to become “the appropriate type of man.” While 

homosexuality as an identity category has only emerged during the late nineteenth 

century, one can gain a glimpse of its engagement with the anxieties and fear inherent 

in antebellum masculine identities. As Neff cogently claims, “whereas the twentieth 

century saw a correlation between the advent of homosexuality as an identity and new 

challenges to masculinity, the nineteenth century was the period during which many 

of these changes were first taking place” (9). Indeed, being a man in the antebellum 

period requires the ability to identify homosexuality and preclude any probabilities of 

becoming a homosexual. Therefore, the capability to recognize and differentiate the 

dreaded homosexual is connected to a man’s qualification as a masculine man. In this 

study I argue—at the risk of appearing anachronistic—that Poe’s works both 

anticipate the emergence of non-normative desires and presents a critique of 

canonized gendered behaviors.  

It has now become commonplace for critics to interpret Poe’s short stories by 

applying the Lacanian psychoanalytic approach. Nevertheless, the psychosexual 

interpretation of Gothic tales, always already based on the heterosexualized Oedipal 
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model that sets out to degothicize the Gothic as well as restore normality3, is known to 

occasionally naturalize the false dichotomy of masculine power and feminine 

victimhood. Among the few attempts to engage queer theory in Poe studies, Gustavus 

Stadler’s commentary undoubtedly stands out as one of the most enlightening. An 

astute observation, Stadler’s argumentation points out that psychoanalytic readings 

exhibit an inclination to pinpoint registers of non-normative desire, development, and 

behavior by singling out “hypostatized categories such as ‘the’ perverse, ‘the’ other, 

‘the uncanny’—nebulous terms that generally imply their indefinite interconnections 

with queerness, but “whose very vagueness severely limits their potential to 

contribute to a queer studies that works to historicize concepts of erotic normativity 

and non-normativity” (20).     

While this serves as an insightful reminder of the evident limitations of my thesis, 

the primary focus of this project is to interrogate the problematic assumption that 

certain facets of sexuality exist as aprioristic substance rather than performatively 

                                                      
3 This is pointed out by Jack Halberstam in his reconsideration of Dr. Daniel 

Schreber’s case, wherein he offers a powerful critique of Freud’s treatment of 

paranoia as a universalized model for pathological fear. Fear, as he reiterates in Skin 

Shows: Gothic Horror and the Technology of Monsters, is not only gendered, but 

race- and class-specific. Schreber recounts his fantasies of persecution in which he 

undergoes a transsexual bodily transformation, followed by a firm belief that by 

submitting to the rays of God, he can reinstate the world to a “lost state of bliss” (109). 

As Halberstam notes, Schreber’s feeling that numerous ‘“female nerves’ have already 

passed over into his body, and out of them a new race of men will proceed through a 

process of direct impregnation by God” is translated by Freud into a desire to 

reproduce without his female counterpart, and more importantly, a pathologization of 

this desire (109). In Freud’s reading, Schreber’s “rays of God” which are constituted 

by “spermatozoa,” are in fact “nothing else than a concrete representation and 

external projection of libidinal cathexes” (“On the Mechanism of Paranoia” 78). 

Reducing pathological fear to the workings of deformed male sexuality while 

accepting it as a universal model for paranoia (the same model is taken as given in 

Freud’s diagnosis of paranoia in a woman), Freud seems to build his theory on a 

streamlining of affect devoid of any gender specificity. In addition, by defensively 

subsuming all paranoia into a heterosexualizing master-narrative of sexual pathology 

which prescribes a refusal of identification with the female subject position, Freud’s 

psychoanalysis assigns itself the role of “the monster killer” that sets out to restore 

“normality” (Halberstam 108).  
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enacted signification. By articulating same-sex desire in Poe with an emphasis on the 

social milieu and historical context that structure his works, I aim to confront the 

erroneous belief that sexuality is ever coherent enough to demarcate “normality” and 

“abnormality.” Whereas most readings tend to associate the collapse of the Symbolic 

with Poe’s aesthetics in his works4, my project undertakes a queer analysis of the 

ostensibly de-sexualized representations of male-male relations and the act of male 

bonding in literature. As explicated in the subsequent chapters, this literary 

desexualization hinges on a broader structural problem, a compulsorily heterosexual 

masculine image of men.  

     As elucidated above, the major purpose of my research is to lay bare the 

discursive effect of nineteenth-century gender normativity within a modern 

socio-political framework by reexamining Poe’s works in dialogue with the myriad 

efforts to understand the text thus far. With the intention to effectively expand the 

scholarship, this thesis broaches afresh two questions: in what ways are male 

sexuality and homoerotic desire revealed/concealed and interact with one another in 

the convention of nineteenth-century Gothic and sensation narratives? What are some 

alternative ways to decipher Gothic narrative structures other than the humanist 

investment in the dichotomy of “monsters and men” which leaves the interpretive 

strategies that stabilize the threshold of “otherness” always unchallenged?   

 

1.2 Gothic Masculinity and Romantic Camaraderie 

Arguably the most representative short story of Poe’s, “The Black Cat” carries 

much more than the ostensibly didactic connotations which its retributive denouement 

seems to suggest. In this story, the narrator recounts how he is continuously mocked 

                                                      
4 For a comprehensive background of Poe’s aesthetics, see “The Æsthetic Theory of 

Edgar Poe” by Summerfield Baldwin and Marvin Laser’s “The Growth and Structure 

of Poe’s Concept of Beauty.” 
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as a child by his peers for his “tenderness of heart” and “[fondness] of animals” (192). 

This peculiarity only grows as the narration progresses into his adulthood and 

becomes “[his] principal sources of pleasure” (192). The nurturing character and 

affective effusion are counteracted by his murderous acts in the latter part of the story 

when he strangles his beloved black cat Pluto and walls up his wife after killing her 

under the influence of alcoholism. As argued previously, the repetitive substratum of 

male competitiveness and the recurring theme of such antagonism are what 

undergirds the compulsory nature of antebellum male-male relationships, which 

consequently give rise to variegated forms of resistance to heteronormative domestic 

values. Paradoxically, homosociality during antebellum times also serves to prepare 

one for, rather than defer one from, the trajectory of heterosexual marriage. It follows 

that “[for] men trying to navigate their gender roles, homosexuality presented a 

difficult problem; it now became necessary . . . for men to be able to discern the 

sexuality of other men in order to properly navigate their relationships” (Neff 7). 

However, to posit a single, coherent male identity would be not only a daunting task 

but a downright impossible one. What makes Poe’s representations of antebellum 

masculinity Gothic is the fact that his “male [subjects] seeking emotional stability and 

self-possession in fiscal security [ . . . are simultaneously those who find themselves] 

dispossessed and haunted by the uncanny spectral world of the Jacksonian 

marketplace” (Anthony 725).  

One aspect which distinguishes the narrators of “The Black Cat” and “William 

Wilson” from other Jacksonian sensation narratives is their anonymity. Neff’s analysis 

of the market economy proves to be illuminating here. During the time Poe completed 

“The Black Cat” he lived in Philadelphia, an urban space saturated with economic 

instabilities which dictated that a man “make a name” in order to attain a normative, 

bourgeois masculine identity. The utter lack of name characterizes Poe’s narrators as 
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invisible by definition of both the market economy and proper manhood, “only 

identifiable by [their] crimes and [their] economic trappings” (Neff 80). What this 

actually entails is that both childless and unemployed, the narrators are incapable of 

successfully navigating manhood, and therefore exist outside the antebellum market 

as an embodiment of alternative, non-conforming modes of living.  

Throughout the story, the narrator of “The Black Cat” never mentions his 

relationship with or his desire for his wife, but spends most of the time depicting his 

affection for Pluto. In addition, he consistently refers to the taverns he frequents to 

socialize with other men at night as “[his] own haunts” (193), an imagery which 

reminds the reader of a spatial uncanny double as opposed to the middle-class 

domesticity, a place haunted by drunkards and men who seek temporary liberation 

from their domestic lives through the act of male-bonding. During the antebellum 

period, it is characteristic of men to drink with other men of the same class and 

profession, which creates a sense of camaraderie integral to the formation of manhood, 

especially in urban spaces. Notably, it is through his habitual visits to a tavern that he 

meets the second cat, whom he takes home as a substitute for Pluto. 

Nineteenth-century tavern culture and the act of male-bonding are crucial in that they 

work hand in hand to construct the male bourgeois identity. Yet paradoxically, it is 

precisely through homosociality as a release valve that they can return to the domestic 

sphere and play the part of an appropriately masculine husband. This, in turn, 

transforms the home into a site of repressed non-normative desires.  

As the narrative progresses, the interactions exchanged between the narrator 

and the male cat he picks up at the tavern gradually become permeated by homoerotic 

overtones. Whilst recounting his dread and repulsion elicited by the sight of this 

animal, the narrator discovers a heightened affection on the animal’s part: “Whenever 

I sat, it would crouch beneath my chair, or spring upon my knees, covering me with 
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its loathsome caresses” (197). At other times, the cat would “[fasten] its long and 

sharp claws in [his] dress, clamber [ . . . to his breast]” (197). Markers of 

homoeroticism as such abound in this tale, combined with thwarted attempts to meet 

the ever-changing criteria of “appropriate manhood” created by a new market 

economy. The story ends in a climax which symbolizes vehement resistance to 

normativity—an utter disintegration of the heterosexual domestic realm. Alcoholism, 

the “Fiend Intemperance” with which the narrator acquaints himself during his time 

spent with other men, to the extent that he “[blushes to confess it],” becomes the 

catalyst for murdering Pluto and his wife (193). Yet the ultimate momentum of his 

murders is, according to the narrator himself, “the spirit of PERVERSENESS . . . the 

unfathomable longing of the soul to vex itself . . . to do wrong for the wrong’s sake 

only” (194).  

Thus the narrator’s violence is not so much the natural consequence of “a series 

of mere household events” (192), as he claims in the opening scene of the story, 

wherein “the killing of Pluto, the favorite ‘son’ so to speak, makes sense in an 

inverted Oedipal framework where the jealous father sees Pluto and his Doppelgänger 

as obstacles to the wife’s affection and, like Kronos, the archetype of the devouring 

father, eliminates the sons he cannot bear to share his wife’s affection with” 

(Møllegaard 7). Nor is it a “recourse . . . to move beyond boyish cruelty . . . [and 

remove] all shameful reminders of his loss [as a man who failed to reassert his 

masculine power]” (Bliss 98). On the contrary, it is a radical gender protest against the 

dismal status quo in which the narrator’s violent outburst embodies the ineluctable 

aftermath of any attempt to reconcile domestic life and homoerotic desire in a 

patriarchal society.  

While I agree that the black cats can be seen as a psychological intrusion of 

trauma, such a trauma is not so much derived from Oedipal jealousy as the irrational 
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fear of emasculation that harks back to his childhood and the potential shame of 

dehumanization linked to human-animal intimacy. Above all, the narrator’s bruised 

and battered boyhood becomes the fabric that makes up the nucleus of his trauma, 

reinforced through a series of reenactments of the original traumatic event later in his 

life. On the one hand, this trauma is characterized by unintended repetitions that are 

not immediately perceptible to the narrator and thereby understood as a present event 

despite its remote familiarity. On the other hand, such repetitions, albeit unwanted, are 

paradoxically governed by a perverse intentionality that is basic and defies analysis. 

Such perverse intentionality is malevolent in that it works against the narrator’s 

working-through and ensures its repeated failures.  

In essence, the repetition compulsion that characterizes trauma riffs on the 

perversity that is structurally omnipresent in “The Black Cat.” To begin with, an 

intrusive, assaultive, pain-inducing memory that has its root in a preceding prototypic 

scene sets trauma in motion. In search of opportunities to correct the past, the subject 

arduously seeks for occasions to reestablish control over the event he was previously 

vulnerable to. This tendency typifies a mindset that dictates persistent repetitions of a 

failed attempt until success is achieved, which coerces the subject to reach a 

constantly redefined competence and transforms the subject’s former terror into 

exhilaration. The fact that this transformation is accompanied paradoxically by an 

inevitable return to a familiar, unsettling feeling should be noted when we consider 

the trauma of Poe’s narrator. 

In “The Black Cat,” hallmarks of trauma present themselves in a powerful, 

self-destructive, retraumatizing force that is at work within the subject. From a more 

social perspective, trauma poses a substantial impediment to developments of 

emotions and intersubjective relationships in that it gradually becomes a systematic 

dysfunction. Insofar as trauma stands in lieu of these interrupted relationships, it can 
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also be understood as a constant pursuit of an object to reattach itself to, to the extent 

that the object effectively functions as a surrogate for its traumatizing predecessor. 

This compulsive repetition finds a vent through circumstances reminiscent of the 

traumatizing event, experienced in a desire to return to an earlier state of things in 

hope that it might result in a belated sense of mastery. Internalizing the belittlement 

that he is indeed “not man enough,” the narrator later seeks comfort in the 

companionship of cats, who serve as symbolic stand-ins for temporary mastery over 

the same sex. More succinctly put, the manifestations of trauma alter, yet the essence 

remains unchanged. 

Hence the gouging out of Pluto’s eye may well represent the narrator’s 

endeavor to retrieve his threatened masculine power, yet such a symbolic act of 

castration is not executed to eliminate the menace posed by “the ersatz ‘sons’” 

(Møllegaard 17), but to disavow a former selfhood, an emotional injury that proves to 

have a significant repercussion later in his adult life. Essentially, what the relationship 

between the narrator and his cats unveils is not an emblem of a nurturing mother-child 

relationship as Ann V. Bliss argues (96), but the oppressive structure of a 

heterosexualized, thus properly masculine form of male homosociality. By revealing 

the claustrophobic nature of familial bonds, “The Black Cat” problematizes the 

gendered division between the public and private spheres—if the wife’s death betrays 

the destructive forces latent in a holy union always already exclusive to the privileged 

few, the hideous beast that the narrator accidentally walls up with the corpse signifies 

the perpetually haunting presence of a repressed homoerotic longing.  

Another text under analysis in this project that serves as a testimonial to the 

contradictions and compulsory nature of Jacksonian manhood is “William Wilson.” 

However, in this story, the fear of being a man is codified in the form of competitive 

antagonism which merges with paranoia. If “The Black Cat” reveals the gruesome 
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aspects of marriage and gendered spatiality, “William Wilson” is a tale about closeted 

angst and the fear of exposing the unnaturalness of one’s own gender. By assuming 

the alias “William Wilson,” the first-person narrator in this story relinquishes his 

paternal ties, only to find himself constantly haunted by his spectral namesake. In the 

beginning of the story, the narrator confesses his general detestation for the stranger 

who bears the same “uncourtly patronymic, and its very common, if not plebeian 

praenomen” (174). However, as the narrative progresses, his emotional response 

toward the second Wilson is further complicated by their interactions: “It is difficult, 

indeed, to define, or even to describe, my real feelings towards him. They formed a 

motley and heterogeneous admixture;—some petulant animosity, which was not yet 

hatred, some esteem, more respect, much fear, with a world of uneasy curiosity” (174, 

emphasis added). 

Undoubtedly, what constitutes fear for the narrator is the fact that not only do 

they share the same name, but they have the same height, birthday, and physical 

features. To put it more succinctly, Gothic terror here is manifested in the erosion of 

barriers between self and other, allowing the narrator a glimpse into the liminal 

moment that delimits the boundary between familiarity and fear—the moment when 

masculine identity becomes indecipherable. The ambivalence of this relationship 

reaches its zenith when a quintessentially queer moment arises: as the narrator relates, 

“[he] could not help observing, with a feeling made up of wonder, abasement, and 

pique, that [Wilson] mingled with his injuries, his insults, or his contradictions, a 

certain most inappropriate, and assuredly most unwelcome affectionateness of 

manner”, to which he “could not bring [him]self to hate him altogether” (173, 

emphasis mine).  
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Previous critical assessments5 tend to read the second Wilson as the narrator’s 

completely alienated conscience that “has been banished and returns as an 

externalized force that is perceived as perverse and destructive by the narrator” 

(Monnet 42), or in the Freudian sense, a materialized super-ego. For the purpose of 

this study, I will focus on Poe’s hypostatization of the homoerotic undercurrent in the 

formation of the super-ego, exemplified by Wilson’s identification with the superego’s 

punitive force and its sadomasochistic aftereffect. As much as his counterpart is 

abominated and dreadful, Wilson cannot bring himself to hate him and acknowledges 

that his rivalry possesses a “moral sense . . . if not his general talents and worlds 

wisdom, was far keener than [his] own” (176). Furthermore, the narrator stresses that 

if he has not dismissed “the counsels embodied in [the second Wilson’s] meaning 

whispers,” he might have been a “better . . . [and] happier man” (176). Together, these 

depictions shape his rivalry as an ego-ideal that the ego can never live up to, later 

becoming the repository for the death drive. As noted by critics, conscience has 

played a curious role in antebellum representations of self-discipline; yet in “William 

Wilson,” it becomes a totally alienated and externalized critical agency. Wilson’s 

self-destruction in the end can thus be seen as a consequence of a broader 

dissatisfaction and frustration derived from the normativity of masculinity which 

                                                      
5 For instance, Peter K. Garrett disagrees with the interpretation that the narrator 

finally obliterates his conscience by killing his doppelgänger. In addition, he calls 

attention to the fact that throughout the narration, the narrator’s tone has remained 

guilt-ridden, which is also the major impetus for him to confess in the first place. A 

more politically-focused research can be found in Thomas Peyser’s “Poe’s ‘William 

Wilson’ and the Nightmare of Equality,” wherein he views the story as a political 

allegory of democratic predicament instead of a psychological tale by establishing a 

link between the epigraph in “William Wilson” and Alexis de Tocqueville’s 

commentary in Democracy in America (1835) on the political circumstances of 

America in Poe’s time. One thing noteworthy but not directly relevant to my study 

here is that Tocqueville observed a “strange melancholy” prevalent among American 

men, characterized by an anxious fervor to invent themselves in the epoch of 

self-made manhood (qtd. in Greven 125).  
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underscores self-control, discipline, and virility. As such, normative manhood 

enforces an inhibition of even the subtlest traces that hint at the presence of 

homoerotic desire, signified by Wilson’s evident affection toward his namesake. To 

rewrite Sedgwick’s account of “the male chase,” I contend that male competition in 

“William Wilson” is both murderous and amorous (ix). In a different but not unrelated 

context, Sedgwick demarcates an ambivalent curiosity and vengeance-ridden 

sentiment that pertinently characterize the male-male relation in “William Wilson”: 

Paranoia seems to require being imitated to be understood, and it, in turn, 

seems to understand only by imitation. Paranoia proposes both Anything 

you can do (to me) I can do worse, and Anything you can do (to me) I can 

do first—to myself. . . . paranoia refuses to be only either a way of 

knowing or a thing known, but is characterized by an insistent tropism 

toward occupying both positions . . . (“Paranoid Reading and Reparative 

Reading” 131) 

If we consider the second Wilson’s indeterminate male identity, his imitation of 

the narrator’s dress, gait, general manner and voice, together with the fact that the 

narrator, in a fit of inflamed anger, “murders himself” in the ending, a tableau of male 

paranoia is vividly presented. Yet, this thesis is not a recourse to the classical Freudian 

interpretation wherein paranoia is seen as a distinctively homosexual disease. What 

really comes under scrutiny here is not how homosexuality is intrinsically bound up 

with paranoia, but how the systemic oppression of homosexuality works, or more 

specifically, as Guy Hocquenghem would reason, “[i]f paranoia reflects the repression 

of same-sex desire . . . then paranoia is a uniquely privileged site for illuminating not 

homosexuality itself, as in the Freudian tradition, but rather precisely, the mechanisms 

of homophobic and heterosexist enforcement against it” (qtd. in Touching Feeling 

126).  
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     In this project, I intend to call forth the interconnections between the second 

Wilson’s imitation and the constructedness/performative nature of antebellum 

Southern gentry manhood. To begin with, Poe’s vehement mockery of the market 

economy seems most prominent in this story when a “young parvenu nobleman, 

Glendinning” is introduced, whom the narrator observes to be “rich . . . as Herodes 

Atticus—[whose] riches, too, as easily acquired [but is soon discovered to be] of 

weak intellect, [thus marked as] a fitting subject for [his] skill” (180). Poe’s treatment 

of this character and his later falling victim to the narrator’s ruse in gambling are 

arguably the most pronounced evidence of his mockery targeted at newly developed 

socio-economic class—eager and competitive in money-making, and yet lacking the 

respectable manners or intellect to match their social status. In a similar vein, this 

purposefully derogatory depiction concurs with the narrator’s paradoxical impression 

of Reverend Dr. Bransby, a pastor who is also the principal of the school Wilson 

attends. As the narrator recalls, Dr. Bransby is “a reverend man, with countenance so 

demurely benign, with robes so glossy and so clerically flowing, with wig so minutely 

powdered, so rigid and so vast,—could this be he who . . . with sour visage, and in 

snuffy habiliments, administered, ferule in hand, the Draconian laws of the academy” 

(170)? This Janus-faced character evokes an image of “the well-regulated masculine 

façade of Wallstreet and the slovenly ‘dishabille’ of a man on his own free time” (Neff 

1), who comes to signify the Gothic moment when the boundaries of identities and 

bodies become porous and mutable. Just like William Wilson’s ghostly double, the 

Jacksonian gentry male identity is revealed to be self-contradictory and saturated with 

instability. Indeed, it is precisely the indeterminacy of masculine identity that elicits 

the narrator’s deepest fear which lays bare the Gothicness of being an antebellum 

man. 

     As I will explicate in the subsequent chapters, the perverseness of the faceless 
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narrator in “The Black Cat,” the “ungovernable passions” and “evil propensities” (169) 

pertaining to William Wilson, are both resonated by Arthur Gordon Pym’s 

self-destructive urges and queer desires. Poe’s 1838 novel The Narrative of Arthur 

Gordon Pym of Nantucket, though frequently compared to Herman Melville’s 

Moby-Dick6, I argue, is a narrative about the melancholy of gender. The narrative 

encapsulates a thwarted notion of manhood different from “William Wilson” and 

“The Black Cat” in that hegemonic masculinity here is codified not in fear, but in the 

form of gender melancholy. In early studies, the spectral haunting presence of solitude 

and melancholia in Pym are often interpreted as a universal human condition, which 

evacuates any gender specificity of the narrative, hence rendering the grotesque 

aspects of Poe’s story purged and normalized. In this respect, the possibility of 

successfully overcoming self-destruction and recuperating male agency in an erotic 

relationship is altogether foreclosed. Critical responses to Pym have continued to 

bifurcate nonetheless—whereas the rhetorical and stylistic incongruities of Pym cause 

considerable interpretive problems, critics seem to agree on one thing: that nothing 

about Arthur Gordon Pym is stable. His personality seems curiously “passive, obtuse, 

and static” (Harvey 9) and in many ways the narrative (or Pym himself) has no 

memory other than the fragmentary events documented in the maritime journal (8). 

Some myth- and psychoanalytic readings even postulate that Pym never actually 

develops a subjecthood throughout the narrative, as nearly little interpretation is 

offered by him about the bizarre experiences during and after his travels, while on 

other occasions his peculiarly detailed accounts of the gruesome experiences on the 

                                                      
6 The thematic parallels between Moby-Dick and Pym have been noted by several 

critics—Patrick F. Quinn for instance, even expresses his belief that “if Melville did 

not long and seriously study the essential drift of [Pym], then the similarities that exist 

between that book and Moby-Dick must be accounted one of the most extraordinary 

accidents in literature” (585).  
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wrecked ship Grampus, his encounters with the Tsalalians, and a series of fauna, are 

simply devoid of emotions.  

     Scholarly attention has focused on Pym’s inconsistent language, which 

occasionally resembles that of juvenile literature but is quickly replaced by a 

“contrastingly sober scientific-reportorial voice,” “[t]ransposed against extravagant, 

extended descriptions of irrational states of mind—terror, delirium, etc. . . ” (Harvey 

10). More conspicuously, the subsequent scenes in Pym’s narration after Augustus’s 

death lapse from a state of barely perceivable mourning to “a pedantic [emotional] 

blankness,” characterized by bewilderingly elaborate accounts of “pseudoscientific, 

naturalist observations of fauna and charts of nautical information” (Greven 132) with 

no mention of the crew’s reactions to Augustus’s demise. I argue that the physical and 

emotional unavailability of Poe’s Jacksonian men on the make can be seen as a result 

of the unattainable social ideal of normative masculinity. Read in tandem with Pym’s 

sense of queer unbelonging, male affect in this narrative exemplifies many aspects 

pertaining to a Butlerian melancholic. 

In the subsequent chapters, I argue that the inexplicable longing of both 

Augustus and Pym for precariousness and death over settled paths can be viewed as 

transgressions against heteronormativity and that Pym’s “desires” inform an outlawed 

emotion closely akin to what the narrator in “The Black Cat” terms “the spirit of 

perverseness,” a primitive faculty inherent in human nature which betrays the 

“unfathomable longing of the soul to vex itself” and propels it “to do wrong for the 

wrong’s sake only” (194). Notably, it is under this impulse of perverseness that he 

commits the atrocity of killing his wife, a symbolic act to disengage from domesticity.  

In both cases, the desires of Poe’s male protagonists are quintessentially 

counter-reproductive and simultaneously intertwined with fear and melancholy, 

sentiments crucial to my analysis of male homosociality in this project.  
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As I will return to elaborate in Chapter Four, Poe’s male-male relationships do 

not end with harmonious spiritual communion—as is often the case in 

Transcendentalist narratives—nor do they anticipate a rosy redemptive future, but are 

laden with excessive corporeality and death drive. By juxtaposing Pym’s traumatic 

break from his patronymic ties and the queer sentiments underlying his relationships 

with Augustus and Peters, I propose to read the interminable male group mourning in 

the latter part of the narrative as a form of the fraternal order’s remorse over their 

patricidal act, which informs a significant radicality of gender revolt. In a similar vein, 

the literal absence of male companionship can be interpreted as an allegory of lost 

male bonds in patriarchy. These bonds are made palpable through Pym’s inability to 

articulate and acknowledge the object of his mourning, an object that is always 

already lost and forsaken. The textual absence and Pym’s “visions . . . of the 

melancholy among men” together evoke a vivid image of the Butlerian melancholic, 

who grieves a “preemptive loss,” “a mourning for unlived possibilities” (The Psychic 

Life of Power 139).  

On the other hand, Pym’s traumatic break with the patriarchal order in its 

metaphorized form as “the Father” informs a potentially queer connotation in that this 

escape is joined by other young men who likewise reject the Oedipal socialization that 

prepares them to be normative male subjects. This is demonstrated by Pym’s rejection 

of his maternal grandfather, who signifies normative manhood throughout the story 

with his “wealth, power, station, industry, customs, lineage, primogeniture, and 

tradition” (Greven 136). In addition, the novel’s handy disposal of its male 

authoritative figures such as Captains Barnard and Guy also reaffirms that Pym and 

his comrades are a deviant fraternity. Viewed in this light, Pym’s league with 

Augustus can be seen as a fraternal revolt against patriarchal normativity, one that is 

most manifest in the Grampus mutiny initiated by a group of murderous mutineers 
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characterized by their “gender dispossession” and “subaltern male identit[ies]” (135, 

137).  

Essentially, the violent mutiny is a combat against the Father for “the female 

body of a ship” emblematic of the Mother (137), reenacting the Freudian theorization 

of primordial parricide. Such a confrontation between subaltern male subjects and 

normative masculinity is repeatedly played out in the narrative, culminating in the 

fraternal group’s collective mourning for their break from patronymic ties, wrought 

with guilt and remorse. Moreover, their prolonged and indeterminable mourning, 

albeit never explicitly articulated in words but present itself on the textual level, 

thematizes a queer melancholia wherein the Father is both the symptom and the 

repressed object of desire that has returned to haunt the fraternal order. 

However, unlike the traditional psychoanalytic formula where “the social 

fraternal feelings . . . continued to exercise a profound influence” with the 

“sanctification of the blood tie” (Totem 169), Poe’s deviant fraternity’s symbolic 

parricide does not glorify male bonding but underscores the destined erosion of such 

ties. Following this line of reasoning and retracing both the Freudian and Butlerian 

theorizations of the melancholiac, this thesis reads Pym’s inability to mourn the death 

of Augustus as a latent form of male melancholia, derived from a prohibited, 

inexpressible grief in a time when queer losses cannot be properly mourned. 

Tracing a detailed trajectory of gender failure that interconnects the three texts, 

the present study recognizes the self-destructive impulses that pervade Poe’s male 

characterization and explores the potential perils that underlie the politics of 

positivity.  

 

1.3 Chapter Organization 

The main body of this thesis consists of five chapters, including the 
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introduction and the conclusion. The second chapter, “Constructing Jacksonian 

Manhood: Fear and Homosocial Desire in ‘The Black Cat,’” contextualizes the 

interrelation between manhood and fear represented in the antebellum Gothic 

narratives. As previous scholarly interest has largely been devoted to Edgar Poe’s 

representations of femininity and race in this story, further endeavors of excavation 

are required to examine how masculinity and male affect are figured in his tales. To 

begin with, the project sees the narrator’s ostensibly self-destructive violence as a 

productive locus of queer potentiality which lays bare the claustrophobic constraint of 

heterosexual domesticity. Critics who adopt the psychoanalytic approach tend to 

interpret Pluto as a psychological intrusion of trauma, while postcolonial readings find 

a neat fit between the black cats and a distinctive racial Other. Nevertheless, I argue 

both readings severely downplay the homoerotic sentiments between the narrator and 

his male cat. As few studies have delved into male sexuality in this text, I propose to 

read male-male relationship between the narrator and his male cat, Pluto, as a critique 

of the compulsory nature of antebellum homosociality. The fact that the narrator 

exhibits no affection or desire for his wife throughout the narration combined with his 

childlessness and precarious financial position indicates his struggle to meet socially 

determined gender expectations. Caught between the domestic ideal of gentility and 

the market values of aggressive subjecthood, the narrator undergoes a metamorphosis 

which not only happens within a domestic setting but reveals the claustrophobic 

limitations of it. I argue that the narrator’s emotional outburst denaturalizes the 

problematic nineteenth-century gendered division between the public and private 

spheres which associates the former with cultural registers of commerce and industry, 

whereas interlocking the latter with family and domesticity.  

The third chapter “‘In Secret Communion with Myself’: Male Paranoia in 

‘William Wilson’” grapples with the Double motif in “William Wilson” with a 
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socially focused methodology. While critics tend to view the second Wilson as an 

externalized embodiment of the narrator’s conscience/superego, I propose to read this 

story as Poe’s satirization of Jacksonian gentry manhood, exhibited in the duality of 

William Wilson, Reverend Dr. Bransby and Glendinning the parvenue. What also 

comes under scrutiny is the indeterminacy of the doppelgänger’s male identity and his 

mimicry that elicits the narrator’s paranoia, both of which are ineluctably bound up 

with his sexuality. As expressed by the narrator on several occasions, the underlying 

sentiment of William Wilson’s relationship with his ghostly double is fraught with 

ambivalence. Departing from the conventional readings whilst following the 

argumentation of the previous chapter, I contend that Poe’s representation of male 

identity in “William Wilson” testifies to the constructedness, performativity, and 

oppressive nature of normative Jacksonian masculinity.  

Chapter four, “Queering Poe: Gender Melancholia in The Narrative of Arthur 

Gordon Pym of Nantucket,” sets out to explicate how male affect is embodied through 

the corporeality and death drive in Poe’s narrative. More precisely, the study 

demonstrates that prohibition of lament over the loss of same-sex ties is inextricably 

bound up with gender melancholy in The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of 

Nantucket. To offer a comprehensive background, I will first highlight how 

melancholia functions as an integral part in the construction of nineteenth-century 

masculine identity. This chapter will be divided into three portions: to begin with, I 

shall juxtapose Arthur Gordon Pym’s resistance against familial bonds and stable 

heterosexual paths with his melancholic death wish to show the potential queer 

connotations of this break from patronymic ties. The subsequent section highlights 

Poe’s eroticized depictions of relationships between Augustus and Pym and that of 

Pym and Dirk Peters, which despite its ostensible similarities to the male-male 

intimacy illustrated in Herman Melville’s Moby Dick, is marked by excessive 
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corporeality and laden with death drive. In sum, the section focuses on how 

preemptive queer loss comes to shape American manhood, exemplified in an 

emotional void which is marked by the textual absence of mourning in the narration. 

Finally, I argue that the physical and emotional unavailability of the Jacksonian man 

on the make can be seen as a result of the unattainable social ideal of normative 

masculinity, embodied in the inaccessibility of male body in relation to the thwarted 

cannibalistic desire of the protagonist. The third section sketches out the historical 

interconnections between cannibalism and homosexuality and sees the literalized 

cannibalism of Pym’s men as a manifestation of gender melancholia over the loss of 

same-sex bonds. 

   The conclusion of my project can be found in the fifth chapter. This chapter 

encapsulates my previous findings and hopefully, by engaging an affectively infused 

queer approach, the study will serve as a starting point to open up new possibilities in 

the reinterpretations of same-sex desire in antebellum literature. 
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Chapter Two 

Constructing Jacksonian Manhood: Fear and Homosocial Desire in “The Black 

Cat” 

 

It is only a private study, a hideaway, a “den,” as the English say, where I can go, sometimes, on 

those infrequently yet inevitable occasions when the yoke of marriage seems to weigh too heavily on 

my shoulders. There I can go, you understand, to savour the rare pleasure of imagining myself wifeless.  

— Angela Carter, “The Bloody Chamber” 

 

A ring of gold with the sun in it?  

Lies, lies, and a grief 

—Sylvia Plath, The Couriers 

 

2.1 Victorian Gender Formation: Separate Spheres Ideology and Its Discontents 

With less than ten pages in its entirety, “The Black Cat” manages to epitomize 

the dread of the endearing turned monstrous, a perfect catalyst for the production of 

uncanniness. A derivative of the German word ‘unheimlich,’ the uncanny7, by 

                                                      
7 Extant studies of the uncanny have largely been based upon Freud’s theorization, 

wherein he borrows Friedrich von Schelling’s definition of ‘unheimlich’ to explicate 

the duality of the word. As he explains, ‘heimlich’ exhibits linguistic usages that 

ambivalently, if not paradoxically, run counter to the notion of “homeliness.” This is 

most manifest in the fact that the word ‘unheimlich’ simultaneously means what is 

familiar and amicable while on the other hand refers to what is hidden and 

secretive—as Freud paraphrases, “everything is unheimlich that ought to have 

remained secret and hidden but has come to light” (“The ‘Uncanny’” 224). The idea 

of heimlich pertaining to something dangerous and withdrawn from knowledge forms 

the basis of its ambivalence, which ultimately concurs with its opposite, unheimlich. 

The prefix ‘un-’ here is deemed as “the token of repression” (244), a notion later 

appropriated by critics to account for the production of uncanniness in “The Black 

Cat,” in which repressed infantile complexes are believed to play a vital role in 

turning the homely into the object of terror. See also Nicholas Royle for more 

elaborations of the uncanny. 
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definition, refers to what is homely—tame, familiar, intimate, agreeable, and 

belonging to the house—all of which finds a perfect exemplification in a house pet. 

Yet, the feeling of the uncanny arises when what is supposed to remain concealed 

comes to light. Poe plays on the notion of the uncanny by reanimating the dead and 

bequeathing an amiable creature with a new role as a vengeful spirit. Situated in the 

household, the tale succeeds in the excitation of fear that nonetheless harks back to 

what has long been known and familiar. To be more specific, Poe invokes the image 

of a halcyon, sacrosanct American home and yet immediately transforms it into a 

nightmarish murder house. As the narrator recollects from a felon’s cell in the opening 

scene, the story is a “homely narrative” constituted by “a series of mere household 

events” (192). This attempt at trivializing the significance of the murders as well as 

rationalizing the corollary and motive behind his acts of violence invite multitudinous 

interpretations, wherein several critics endeavor to read the story through the lens of 

nineteenth-century gender construction.  

Written in Philadelphia during the 1840s, “The Black Cat” revolves around two 

spatial settings which map out the silhouette of Victorian separate spheres: the city 

and the home. While the former is conceptually tied to the masculine public sphere 

associated with politics, commerce, and enterprise, the latter remains circumscribed to 

the feminine private sphere, a sequestered realm of domestic life and familial relations.  

This ideology reinforces the structure of a falsely hierarchized divide between the two 

concepts and perpetuates the ideals of “proper gender roles.” A state of paradox hence 

came forth when this ideal of domestic manhood faced the inchoate market values 

that arose with rapid urbanization: men were expected to make their names by 

participating in economic pursuits and competing with other men in the marketplace. 

Yet they were asked to rid the façade of self-made manhood once they stepped into 
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the domestic sphere. Constructed alongside the Cult of True Womanhood8, Victorian 

manhood delineates a gender dilemma symptomatic of social strictures which demand 

“the repudiation of the feminine, a resistance to mothers’ and wives’ efforts to civilize 

men” whereas vigorously upholding conventional domestic values (“Poe and 

Nineteenth-Century Gender Constructions” 130). 

Critics have noted how Poe curiously aligns the narrator with the feminized 

domestic sphere by deploying major plot threads within the household and 

underscoring the narrator’s relationships with animals. In recollection, the narrator 

relates the story beginning with his childhood wherein he is constantly made “the jest 

of [his] companions” for his “tenderness of heart” as well as “the docility and 

humanity of [his] disposition” (192). The narrator’s fondness for animals, combined 

with his parents’ “[indulgence] with a great variety of pets,” mark his eccentricity as a 

boy (192). What undergirds such eccentricity is the presupposed formation of a 

gendered selfhood that caters to a social expectation: boys should engage in violent, 

aggressive activities whereas girls spend their time with docile, domestic animals. The 

interactions with animals are crucial here, as they reflect the separate sphere structure 

wherein the narrator’s parents’ indulgence would correspond to what Richard 

Brodhead illustrates as a bourgeois “disciplinary intimacy, or simply discipline 

through love” (qtd. in Neff 82).  

By the 1830s, discourses of pet-keeping centralized on the relationship between 

children’s everyday encounters with non-human life and the role such relationships 

                                                      
8 Largely defining what qualifies one as an ideal woman in the Jacksonian Era, The 

Cult of True Womanhood refers to four cardinal virtues: “piety, purity, submissiveness 

and domesticity”—a combination that corresponds to the roles of “mother, daughter, 

sister, [and] wife,” with whom nineteenth-century American men could make 

themselves “busy builder[s] of bridges and railroads, at work long hours in a 

materialistic society” without feeling guilty about leaving behind “hostage[s] in the 

home” who were obliged to “uphold the pillars of the temple with [their] frail white 

[hands]” (Welter 151-52).  
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play in the formation of subjectivity. An individual’s interactions with animals were 

believed to help cultivate discipline and benevolence, virtues that were highly valued 

by the middle-class. More characteristically, nineteenth-century children literature 

invokes the Lockean pedagogy that inculcates a moral lesson: “we gain our humanity 

by performing acts of kindness to animals” (Boggs 116). Such domestic ethic of 

kindness to animals situates subjectivity in a relationship wherein “animals function 

as the ‘other’ and as the ground from which subjectivity becomes possible” (116).  

However, by dismissing the promise of salvation guaranteed by this domestic 

education manual and using elements of Gothicism to illustrate the narrator’s 

relentless treatment of cats, Poe’s depictions of human-animal relations ultimately 

reveal “the tensions and the fissures in the assumptions that kindness toward animals 

is commensurate with kindness to human beings and that both are markers of 

humanity” (117). Moreover, the dichotomized conception that pits humanity and 

reason against animality and instinct is refuted by Poe himself in his 1840 essay 

“Instinct vs Reason—A Black Cat.” As theorized by Poe, “the line which demarcates 

the instinct of the brute creation from the boasted reason of man, is, beyond doubt, of 

the most shadowy and unsatisfactory character” (2). This is most manifest in the scene 

of revelation that points to the narrator’s culpability in “The Black Cat”: the 

“informing voice” that “consign[s] [the narrator] to the hangman” (201) belongs to an 

animal, which offers a “vocal testimony that is more authoritative” than the narrator’s 

own account (Boggs 120). In this respect, the narrative does not “align the animal 

with the physical and the human with the verbal but . . . shows the intermingling and 

interdependence of both across the species line” (120). This arrangement casts doubt 

on the premise that “the subject is always verbal and the verbal subject always already 

human” (115), thereby making animality intrinsic to a specific kind of humanity, and 

vice versa.  
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Following this line of reasoning, I argue that the narrator’s relationship with the 

two cats epitomizes a self-contradictory bourgeois moral education that links the 

individual’s relationship with animals to his ability to participate in society as a 

subject, yet defines aggressiveness toward domestic pets as manly behavior. In 

contrast to the education that worked to deter children from cruelty toward animals, 

boy culture during this period often involved hostile combat and physical punishment, 

violent activities that extended sadistic dominance to the hunting, trapping, and killing 

of small animals (Rotundo 35). Moreover, these pastimes were widely practiced as 

young men’s preparation for the market-oriented career by cultivating them to be 

autonomous, masterly, and self-reliant (45-46). Youngsters inflicted pain on each 

other as intimate games that served both as vehicles of tender affections between boys 

and an imitative play of hostile competition associated with the power and status of 

adult men. Viewed in this light, the mockery of the narrator’s peers seems 

understandable given the manner he treated domestic pets. Insofar as preconceived 

notions of masculinity demand aggression toward pets, the narrator’s effeminate 

tenderness and mothering care for his pets are regarded as a marker of failed manhood 

and form much of the foundation of his later violent outburst. 

Indeed, the narrator’s depiction of his infancy “marks the narrator as part of a 

middle-class world where authority [is] tied to domesticity,” in which mothers exert 

their power by nurture while fathers do so with discipline (82). More specifically, 

what accompanies the advent of the market revolution is the drastic shift of familial 

roles in terms of parenting. For the first time in American history, women became not 

only the primary parent but the dominant figure in households while men were 

frequently absent from home, preoccupied with their workplaces (Rotundo 28). It is 

against the backdrop of this domestic upbringing dictated by bourgeois advice 

manuals that the narrator becomes an outcast from normative masculinity. By virtue 
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of this logic, his violent outbursts later in life can be seen as a critique of the 

constriction imposed by such middle-class domestic upbringing (Neff 88-89). 

In addition, the narrator’s effeminacy evokes the image of a “fairy,” a term which 

by the end of the nineteenth century acquired the meaning of an effeminate male 

homosexual. Notably, the term is also a vivid reminder of the nineteenth-century 

equation of male femininity and sodomy. George Chauncey’s in-depth study of late 

nineteenth-century and early twentieth-century New York culture provides a pertinent 

insight in this regard. As Chauncey indicates, the primary determinant that 

characterized a man as a fairy was not “homosexual behavior per se,” but “gender 

behavior” (qtd. in “Queer Poe” 13). Namely, insofar as men  

maintained a masculine demeanor and played (or claimed to play) only 

the ‘masculine,’ or insertive role in the sexual encounter—so long, that is, 

as they eschewed the style of the fairy and did not allow their bodies to 

be sexually penetrated—neither they, the fairies, nor the working-class 

public considered them to be queer. (13)  

What this entails is that to live in accord with dichotomized gender values, a man 

must never express his desire for another man.  

One is tempted to go so far as to claim that homosexuality comes to embody a 

source of genuine anxiety for men who attempt to navigate their roles in a society. 

However, the precariousness of attempting to establish a masculine identity by 

othering its counterpart is reminded by Lee Edelman in Homographesis: “[The] 

historical positing of the category of ‘the homosexual’ textualizes male identity as 

such, subjecting it to the alienating requirement that it be ‘read,’ and threatening . . . to 

strip ‘masculinity’ of its privileged status as the self-authenticating paradigm of the 

natural or the self-evident” (12). To put it more succinctly, masculinity can no longer 

be contained in a consistent category, nor can it bolster the axiomatic norm against 
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which all otherness is defined. The crux of this gender indeterminacy lies in the fact 

that to be “not-female” no longer suffices, one has to become “the appropriate type of 

man.” While homosexuality as an identity category has only emerged during the late 

nineteenth century, one can certainly gain a glimpse of its engagement with the 

anxieties and fear inherent in antebellum masculine identities.  

 

2.2 “Spirit of PERVERSENESS”: Desires Untold 

Linked to the vicissitudes of market-oriented masculinity is the emergence of 

panic-stricken professional males in antebellum sensationalism. During the first half 

of the nineteenth century following the detrimental effects of the Panic of 1837, 

sensationalist novels witnessed a flourish of debtor male figures who strived to make 

a name under the period’s perilously unstable economy. Depictions of insecure debtor 

males and their persecutory creditors under pressure imposed by the ethos of capitalist 

competitiveness altogether formed a vivid tableau in urban dime novels. This 

proliferation of debtor males dates back to the financial revolutions of the 1790s that 

gave rise to the panic-prone market characteristic of the two Panics of 1837 and 1857 

(Anthony 720). In the wake of this interval, colossal changes arose followed by the 

reshaping of male identities. Identity forging during this period became ineluctably 

tied to market values, wherein men who existed outside the market were reckoned as 

social deviants, be it voluntarily or otherwise. As a cultural product of an economic 

state unprecedentedly based upon “the ephemeral foundation of credit, speculation, 

and paper money,” the debtor male signifies the emergence of a new identity “whose 

property consisted not of lands or goods or even bullion, but of paper promises to 

repay in an undefined future” (Pocock 235). More specifically, the increasing 

centralization and mobility of capital brought about new forms of personality. With 

their dangerous fiscal instability, such personalities “threatened to undermine the 
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stable forms of self-possession and embodiment crucial to ideologies of individualism 

and middle-class manhood” (Anthony 720). In sum, the unparalleled failure of 

Jacksonian banking system existed side by side with poverty and crime, splitting the 

cityscape into two parts: the clean well-lighted financial world filled with bustling 

crowds of professionals and its apparition-like Gothic double, marked by the roaming 

working class among obfuscating alleys and taverns.    

It is under the incommensurability of demanding standards both at work and at 

home that the antebellum men began to seek emotional vents in drinking and 

same-sex bonding, often accompanied by hypermasculine bravadoes. As historians 

have pointed out, antebellum Philadelphia, the period from 1835 to 1850 in particular, 

was saturated with scenes of male violence and alcoholism. Michael Feldberg, for 

instance, delineates the collective working-class violence that escalated in the wake of 

the urbanization of Jacksonian Philadelphia. Artisans shared collective “values and 

camaraderie” while socializing in taverns (57). For instance, the butcher’s guild 

identified itself as a “fraternity of men,” which occupied an equally legitimate and 

indispensable social position as merchants or bankers (58). Nineteenth-century tavern 

culture, in this regard, played a pivotal role in providing the specific kind of solace 

that working class men sought from homosocial companionship.  

Probing into the problems of alcoholism, a proliferation of temperance narratives 

hence set out to exert their reforming influences, offering personal accounts of 

recovery and redemption. A contemporary living closely to Poe’s times, journalist 

George Foster illuminates on the part taverns and saloons played in building 

antebellum homosocial relations as well as how they alienated men from their 

families. These spaces are depicted as “Dandy Hall[s]” that served as “loathsome 

haunts of infamy and wretchedness” (38), with their “vile, filthy dens” to “absorb the 

days, evenings and pocket-money of a large class of young men” who squandered 
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away their “money and time which belong[ed] to their wives and families” (48). In 

this regard, the “vile haunts” (196) the narrator habitually frequents after he loses his 

“entire worldly wealth” (195) signify a loss of masculine social status and gradual 

dependence on working-class camaraderie.    

In Poe’s era and certain locality of Philadelphia, sexualities categorized as 

deviant were often historically and regionally associated with dangerous places. More 

characteristically, incipient homosexual subcultures are documented to have emerged 

“in the streets and taverns of various metropolitan areas . . . [T]hese subcultures often 

overlapped considerably with communities of sailors and other socially marginal 

working-class groups, some of which were distinctly racially diverse” (Looby 544). 

Taverns, in this sense, serve as sexualized geographic referents that testify to the 

slippage between the homosocial/ homosexual continuum. Though applying the term 

“homosexuality” here risks a form of “retrolabeling” (Katz, qtd. in “Queer Poe” 8), 

the primary focus of this project is not to investigate homosexual identity represented 

in Poe’s story, but to examine how male sexualities and homosocial desire are 

revealed/concealed in the convention of Jacksonian Gothic narratives. Namely, 

neither does the potentially anachronistic projection of “homosexuality” or the word’s 

absence in antebellum times exclude the activity per se or Poe’s awareness of 

homosexuality outside fictions.  

In fact, the “homosexual subculture”—more likely to be described as “sodomy” 

in the nineteenth century—emerged during the 1840s in New York, where Poe resided 

concurrently. As evidenced by the study of Katz, “one of the earliest known U.S. 

references to a group of men identified, negatively and collectively, as ‘sodomites’ 

occurs in a series of articles in 1842, in the Whip and the Rake, papers directed at a 

New York City audience of ‘sporting men’” (qtd. in “Queer Poe” 24). These writings 

initially appeared only a year prior to the publication of “The Black Cat,” and 
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possibly provide a suggestive context for reading the story. Consistent with the 

emergence of deviant male sexualities of the time, the eroticized interplay between 

vengeance and competition in Poe’s male-male relationship would make much more 

sense read in this light. More specifically, the fact that male-male intimacies in Poe’s 

tales often end in failure while consummating in violent foreclosure of same-sex 

desire may shed light on the homophobic undercurrent pervading nineteenth-century 

America. 

Significantly, it is under an abstinence-based cultural context that alcoholism, so 

frequently a central motif in Poe’s gruesome tales of murders, occupies a moral 

position radically divorced from the inculcations ardently advocated by 

heteronormative domesticity. In fact, given Poe’s famously sceptical attitude toward 

literary didacticism which he deems a “heresy” (“The Poetic Principle” 387), readings 

that simplistically align the narrator of “The Black Cat” with the not-yet-reformed 

drunkard and view the tale itself as a “straightforward moral [parable]” seem to be 

based upon quite a tenuous ground (Robinson para 14). In fact, antebellum men were 

encouraged to participate in debauchery in taverns where they experienced the 

temporarily soothing effects of same-sex bonding. As such, tavern culture prepared 

American men for the heterosexual order of marriage and family by demanding an 

innocent ritualistic brotherhood which hinges on a larger prohibition against the 

intimacy between members of the same sex.  

As the narrator recounts, his “peculiarity of character” accompanies him well 

into adulthood, from which he derives “one of [his] principal sources of pleasure” 

(192). This statement throws light on the growing discrepancies between the narrator 

and his male peers. As the narrative progresses, we learn that he marries early and 

discovers in his spouse “a disposition not uncongenial with [his] own” (193). 

Furthermore, together they acquire various pets ranging from “birds, gold-fish, a fine 
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dog, rabbits, a small monkey, and a cat” (193), an indication that the couple belongs 

to the bourgeoisie who possesses enough, if not affluent, assets to foster their shared 

predilection. However, such ostensibly harmless individuality is soon compromised 

by what the narrator himself terms the “Fiend Intemperance” (193), a gradual 

addiction that drives him to maltreat his wife and all the house pets except for his 

black cat Pluto.  

The fact that Pluto’s presence never fails to wield inexplicable power over the 

narrator’s actions and that he is the last object of the narrator’s violence carries 

extraordinary weight in this story. Demonstrated by his restraint of vicious urges 

toward Pluto but not his spouse, the narrator’s intimate bonding with the cat might not 

simply fall into the category of owner-pet relationships. In the course of his marital 

life, the narrator never broaches the subject of his desire or affection for his wife, 

whereas he offers detailed accounts of interactions between him and his cats, both of 

whom are male. Furthermore, Pluto is the only character with a name. In this regard, 

the male-male partnering of the narrator and his cat evidently outweighs the 

relationship bound by a marital contract.  

Yet this companionship later becomes permeated with homoerotic overtones 

when the narrator takes the second cat home, who bears a striking resemblance to 

Pluto except for a barely discernible splotch of white covering a large portion of his 

breast. Figuratively, the significance of Pluto differs from that of the second cat in that 

Pluto is a domesticated pet from the outset and is present throughout the narrator’s 

childhood. This foregrounds Pluto’s affinity to the domestic sphere, thereby linking 

the first human-animal bond to the narrator’s femininity and his failed manhood. In 

contrast, his adoption of the second cat takes place at a tavern, where he socializes 

with other men and derives a male identity for the first time. The second cat is later 

brought home by the narrator, but the optimism temporarily fostered by their 
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relationship soon fades into obscurity. Specifically, the second cat denotes a longing 

for “mothering” to compensate his childlessness later in adulthood while the attempt 

to bring the cat home—to reconcile male-male desire and domestic life results in 

dreadful aftermath.   

The relationship between the narrator and the new pet gradually elicits “disgust 

[and] annoyance” mixed with “shame” of an obscure nature on the narrator’s part 

(196). As the narrator illustrates, the newcomer’s unsolicited fondness for him grows 

into a source of repulsion and dread: “Whenever I sat, it would crouch beneath my 

chair, or spring upon my knees, covering me with its loathsome caresses. If I arose to 

walk it would get between my feet and thus nearly throw me down, or, fastening its 

long and sharp claws in my dress, clamber, in this manner, to my breast” (197, 

emphasis added). Later, the narrator finds himself continually followed by the 

creature even in his dreams. Once he awakens “to find the hot breath of the thing 

upon [his] face, and its vast weight . . . incumbent eternally upon [his] heart” (197, 

emphasis mine). Both the position and movement here are erotically suggestive; this 

sexual tension escalates in Poe’s intriguing choice of the word “incumbent,” which 

brings to mind the mythical nocturnal seducer incubus. One could not help but suspect 

that Poe’s diction is intentional upon the discovery that its counterpart succubus 

follows immediately after the sentence above: “Beneath the pressure of torments such 

as these, the feeble remnant of the good within me succumbed” (Benfey 41). Insofar 

as navigating “appropriate manhood” demands the ability to identify homosexuality 

and preclude probabilities of becoming a homosexual, the infiltration of a potentially 

homoerotic sentiment into the domestic sphere threatens to destabilize the intactness 

of male identity. The narrator’s dread of the second cat’s endearment can thus be seen 

as a prime example of fear toward the collapse of gender binaries. As constantly 

reiterated by critics, the moment of the uncanny and the terror of the Gothic emerge 
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when the boundaries between gender, bodies, the self and the other become fluid and 

permeable. Namely, the Gothic rhetoric depends on the fear of the breakdown of 

boundaries, including the boundaries between sexualities, the liminal moment when 

barriers can no longer function to differentiate between rational and irrational, 

institutionally approved and morally illicit emotions (Coherence 13). 

More specifically, Poe uses the correlation between masculinity and fear to 

underscore the gender construction of everyday life. Torn between his deep-rooted 

belief in the patriarchal power guaranteed by marriage and his burgeoning desire for a 

forbidden sexual object, the narrator faces a predicament where he resorts to 

alcoholism as an escape route from preconceived normative selfhood. David S. 

Reynolds’s commentary on the positive potentiality of alcoholism in this story 

concurs with my view above: “[b]y exaggerating both the happy prologue and the 

horrific aftermath of the husband’s tippling, Poe converts a popular reform formula 

into an intriguing study of the subversive forces unleashed by alcohol” (qtd. in Hayes 

308, emphasis mine).  

While this reading does pose a valid argument, it is, however, under the sway of 

what the narrator terms “the spirit of PERVERSENESS” that he commits the most 

horrendous crimes (194). The spirit of perverseness, as the narrator explicates in the 

course of his confession, is “one of the primitive impulses” and “indivisible primary 

faculties, or sentiments, which give direction to the character of Man”—the perpetual 

disposition to “do wrong for the wrong’s sake only” (194). It is precisely this spirit 

that drives him to strike his final blow and finally “consummate the injury [he inflicts] 

upon the unoffending brute”; in other words, he hangs Pluto because of the creature’s 

affection for him, and because it has given him “no reason of offence” (194). Despite 

the narrator’s adamant affirmation that his misdeeds should be attributed to a 

motiveless motive, his gradual moral deterioration is by no means without its causes.  
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A medley of feelings ensues the narrator’s heinous conduct, among which fear 

predominates. Above all, his fear is always ineluctably bound up with the spirit of 

perverseness. Such a combination is concurrently engaged by Poe in “The Imp of the 

Perverse.” Similarly, central to this tale is the scene of a murder that results from a 

relationship between two men. The narrator speaks of “a radical, primitive, irreducible 

sentiment” which serves as “the prima mobilia of the human soul,” paradoxically 

prompting us to act based upon the reason that we should not (202). He then explains, 

despite the ordinary mechanism that prevents us from doing things which contradict 

“the combativeness of phrenology”—the basic motive of “self-defence” and concerns 

for our “well-being”—there arises “a strongly antagonistical sentiment” which 

adamantly defies the wish to be well (204). This sentiment further “increases to a 

wish, the wish to a desire, the desire to an uncontrollable longing, and the longing . . . 

is indulged” (204, emphasis added). This “perverseness” denotes a desire that both 

awes and horrifies with its self-destructive forces. To put it in Poe’s words, when 

“[w]e stand upon the brink of a precipice[, we] peer into the abyss—we grow sick and 

dizzy. Our first impulse is to shrink from the danger. Unaccountably we remain. By 

slow degrees our sickness and dizziness and horror become merged in a cloud of 

unnamable feeling” (205, emphasis added). This feeling, as he goes on to explicate, 

stems from the “positively fearful . . . craving” (204) innate in the human mind that 

elicits our overwhelming “sensations,” or as Poe himself would have it, the fearful 

sensation characterized by “[its] delight of . . . horror” (205). It is precisely under 

these delightful fits of perverseness that the narrator here as well as that of “The Black 

Cat,” plunge into the abyss of self-annihilation by exposing their horrendous secrets 

to the public.  

Read in tandem with the narrator’s fear of the second cat, this spirit of 

perverseness slowly unfurls a homoerotic desire filtered through destruction. In the 
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narrator’s frantic confession, readers gain a glimpse of the source of his fear: “I am 

almost ashamed to own . . . that the terror and horror with which the animal inspired 

me, had been heightened by one of the merest chimeras it would be possible to 

conceive” (197, emphasis added). Chimera, aside from its evident allusion to the 

hybrid fire-breathing female monster in Greek mythology, invokes the image of a 

highly unstable amalgam composed of disparate animal parts. The narrator’s 

intriguing choice of word here, I argue, is no mere product of fantastical 

alcohol-induced hallucination, but rather, an attestation to his anxiety toward the 

mutability that the second cat exemplifies. Considering the fact that a chimera is by 

human standards a female, the narrator’s diction reflects his visceral trepidation 

toward the ever-present anxiety of his effeminate character and an unattainable 

manhood further complicated by his outlawed feelings toward the same sex.  

Perverseness in this regard, is bequeathed with a new meaning—a locus 

productive of non-normative desires—in the sense that it signifies a pleasurable fear, a 

peculiar sentiment which pertains to the category of unruly emotions, threatening to 

disrupt the normative structure. This non-normative desire is intimately tied to the 

narrator’s queer longing. To begin with, the traumatic after-effects of hanging Pluto 

soon dwindle and become pacified with the appearance of the second male cat. To be 

more specific, the erotic scenario played out by the narrator and his new pet echoes a 

mutually loving image of the narrator and Pluto, only this time, it does not take the 

interference of alcoholism to terminate the relationship. On a night when the narrator 

returns from the taverns in a state of intoxication, he fetches a penknife and gouges 

Pluto’s eyes out. Yet, a conspicuous fact often omitted in interpreting this scene is the 

fact that prior to his atrocity, the narrator experiences for the first time a sense of 

rejection on the animal’s part: “I fancied that the cat avoided my presence. I seized 

him; when, in his fright at my violence, he inflicted a slight wound upon my hand 
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with his teeth” (193). Namely, Pluto ceases to be the narrator’s “principal [source] of 

pleasure” (192) and intimate partner of the same sex the moment when the initially 

mutual affection becomes unrequited and unrequited love grows into animosity.  

On the night of the day he hangs Pluto, the narrator’s house, owing to wholly 

inexplicable causes, suddenly goes up in flames. In the midst of the irreversible havoc 

wreaked by the conflagration, the reader’s attention is immediately drawn to the only 

exception among the crumbling walls. As the narrator recounts, this singularity is 

discovered in a compartment wall, against which lies the head of his bed. An 

inquisitive crowd gathers and the exclamations ‘“strange! ‘singular!’” invite the 

narrator to draw near and notice “the figure of a gigantic cat” (195). Despite the 

narrator’s self-assuring statement that the cat, hung from a tree adjacent to the house, 

is thrown into his chamber by someone amongst the crowd to wake him up, solving 

this enigma depends upon analyzing the locale in which Pluto reemerges.  

Central to this scene is a bed—the most private part of home as well as a site 

emblematic of rest, slumber, illness, marriage, and finally, lovemaking. Aside from its 

barely equivocal amatory suggestion, the narrator’s bed, connotative of sexual desires, 

is precisely where the figure of a gigantic cat reappears. Here, the crowd of onlookers 

gathers around to watch a spectacle exposed in the narrator’s bedroom, in which all 

forbidden desires are buried. The exclamations of the crowd serve as a distinct 

testimonial to the narrator’s particularity—both in terms of his effeminate personality 

and unspeakable sexuality. Moreover, this scenario echoes the disconcerting 

memories from his childhood when he is a constant target of derision for his lack of 

masculine traits. Such an experience thereby connects his fear once again to the 

anxiety toward a highly idealized and hierarchically exclusive model of manhood. Not 

dissimilar to the mockery he receives from infancy, the public voyeurism that marvels 

at the cat above his bed is an indisputable “marker of his non[normative sexuality]” 
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(Neff 91). Thus the weight of his choice to live “self-delusively in a world of private 

gratifications, making his intimacy with his pets a substitute for ‘the paltry friendship 

and gossamer fidelity of mere Man’” is not entirely lost on him (Gargano 173). Nor 

does the narrator “[fail] to perceive . . . that his single-minded affectionateness is itself 

an abnormality” (173). On the contrary, it is precisely through the realization of his 

erratic sexuality that he feels uncertain about his ambiguous relationship with the 

same sex. Both an object of terror and desire, the cats bear meanings interconnected to 

the narrator’s frustration as an antebellum man in at least three aspects: a queasy 

reminder of his effeminate nature as an animal lover, a surrogate to compensate for 

his childlessness, and an emblem of his nebulous yearning for same-sex intimacy.  

     Shortly after Pluto’s death and the fire that “swallow[s] up” his “entire worldly 

wealth” (195), the narrator begins searching for a substitute for him among the “vile 

haunts which [he] now habitually frequent[s]” (196). There he spots a huge black cat 

“reposing upon the head of one of the immense hogsheads of gin, or of rum” (196). 

The setting wherein the narrator meets and purchases the second cat bears particular 

significance in understanding the motives of his violence. These “vile haunts,” aside 

from their direct association with alcoholism, are the principal locales for male 

patrons to air their grievances and revel in same-sex companionship away from the 

watchful matrimonial eyes. Identity for these men is entirely dependent on recognition 

from other men. Alehouses in this respect become identity-forging spaces, the urban 

uncanny double of clean, well-lit professional workplaces, provisionally sheltering the 

socially marginal. Notably, the narrator’s visits to these places significantly increase 

after the descent of his financial condition. In other words, it is by building a sense of 

collectivity with working-class men in the taverns that he finally navigates his role in 

homosocial relations. Furthermore, in so doing, he gains a sense of self-worth while 

reasserting masculinity through the acknowledgment of other men. Yet this temporary 
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restoration of manhood is once again unsettled by the (re)emergence of his queer 

belonging—or rather, “unbelonging” considering its unstable nature—by virtue of his 

relationship with the second cat. One is tempted to say that taverns in this regard bear 

testimonial to the osmosis of the threshold between homosocial attachments and 

homoerotic desire.     

While it may seem instinctive for an animal-lover like the narrator to take a cat 

home, it is the second cat’s willing availability and tender responsiveness that 

convince the narrator he is the very creature he seeks for: “Upon my touching him, he 

immediately arose, purred loudly, rubbed against my hand, and appeared delighted 

with my notice” (196). Such reciprocated affection harks back to his interactions with 

Pluto whereas immediately taking the form of shame upon his realization of “[the 

creature’s] evident fondness for [him]” (196). On a symbolic level, the second cat 

represents a thwarted attempt to consolidate the different roles the narrator ought to 

navigate in both public and private spheres, a fluctuating position between normative 

homosociality and unspeakable desires. In effect, the two cats are metaphorized 

differently in the story. While Pluto is originally raised and kept in the household, the 

second cat is acquired at a tavern. The two cats hence figure differently in that the 

former is tied to the narrator’s incomplete male identity, whereas the latter, taken from 

the tavern and brought home, signifies a failed attempt to integrate male-male 

intimacy and domesticity. In brief, if Pluto’s death signifies a frustration stemming 

from unrequited desire, the violence inflicted upon the second cat registers the 

destruction following an endeavor to maintain such a desire within domestic spaces. 

 

2.3 Household Horror: “The Cult of True Manhood” 

Contrary to the narrator’s self-exculpatory statement that his atrocities are 

motiveless, the mutilation of Pluto actually points to the primal source of his anxieties. 
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Namely, Poe’s murderer has motives, but these motives remain concealed to himself. 

The act of eye-gouging reflects, in a Freudian sense, a latent fear of castration. As 

formerly mentioned, in his well-known essay “The Uncanny” Freud showcases the 

substitutive relation between the dread of castration and the anxiety about eyes. As 

indicated by Freud, “every affect belonging to an emotional impulse, [if repressed,] is 

transformed . . . into anxiety, then among instances of frightening things there must be 

one class in which the frightening element can be shown to be something repressed 

which recurs” (240). This statement elucidates the underlying link between the 

uncanny effect and entities that are old-established in the mind, yet later alienated 

through the process of repression. In this regard, the narrator’s fear of the cat is 

interconnected to his anxiety pertaining to the castration complex of his childhood.  

Similar to the production of uncanniness, the narrator’s dread is directly linked 

to his insecurities upon the sight of Pluto, a substantial reminder of his infantile 

infatuation for animals and his effeminacy well into manhood. These insecurities 

force him to confront his lack of “appropriate manhood.” In other words, what lurks 

beneath the gouging of eye sockets is the narrator’s fear-induced preemptive hostility 

that strives to counteract the idea of being emasculated, an anxiety later amplified by 

their same-sex intimacy. It is driven by this fear that the narrator’s failure to reconcile 

the domestic ideal between male gentility and the market values of aggressive 

subjecthood lead to his violent outburst as a denouement. More specifically, aside 

from being a marker of thwarted masculinity, Pluto functions as a disturber of love in 

the Oedipal family, constantly working to impede the “benign discourse of marital 

sanctity” (Møllegaard 15). This detail situates the story within the stifling, gendered 

spaces of the home where the husband’s ire is concealed by loving, sacrosanct images 

of marital relations. Despite the ostensible corollary that ascribes his crimes to 

alcoholism, it is his endeavor to “reject a gendered system of economic hierarchy, 
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symbolized by the murder of Pluto and the burning of his house” that lands him in jail 

(Neff 90-91).  

To begin with, the hanging of Pluto is only a precursor to a more thoroughly 

devastating destruction. As the narrator discloses, one day as his wife accompanies 

him into the cellar of the house “which [their] poverty [compels them] to inhabit,” the 

second cat tags closely, following him down “the steep stairs” (198). Once again, “the 

steep stairs” carry a sexual connotation which fits neatly into the Freudian phallic 

referents. As Freud relevantly observes, “[s]teep inclines, ladders, and stairs, and 

going up or down them, are symbolic representations of the sexual act” 

(Interpretation 277). Linked to this scene is the second cat’s persistence in pursuing 

the narrator, which “nearly throwing [him] headlong, [exasperates him] to madness” 

(198). Here, the narrator’s “madness,” caused by the intolerable closeness to the 

cat—both in corporeal and psychological senses—contrasts with his adamant denial 

of insanity previously. “Mad am I not—and very surely do I not dream,” thus 

exclaims the narrator at the outset of his confession (192). The centrality of this scene 

lies in the fact that the discourse of sexuality in the eighteenth and nineteenth century 

frequently pathologized homosexuality as unnatural deviancy and assigned to it the 

stigma of madness. As elucidated by Michel Foucault, “sexual irregularity was 

annexed to mental illness” (36). In this respect, the narrator’s eagerness to ascertain 

his sanity seems closely related to his forbidden yearning. Read in tandem with this 

reassertion, the visitorless seclusion and “[intense] gratification” (192) shared by the 

narrator and his pets together hint at the existence of secretive homoerotic activities.    

Later, in a fit of uncontrollable rage, the narrator “[uplifts] an axe, and [forgets] 

in [his] wrath, the childish dread” which formerly lingers, and “aim[s] a blow at the 

animal” (198, emphasis mine). However, the blow is unexpectedly arrested by the 

hand of his wife: “Goaded by the interference into a rage more than demoniacal, I 
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withdrew my arm from her grasp and buried the axe in her brain” (198). Here the 

unfaltering operation of the narrator’s crime is contrasted by his previous sentimental 

excesses, which expressly denotes a metamorphosis. Once again, the narrator’s 

diction suggests that the dread of the animal, if not entirely irrational, is remotely tied 

to his infancy. This childhood experience follows him into marriage, wherein he seeks 

sustenance from the emotional stabilities guaranteed by the role of a husband, only to 

be disappointed again. The claim that these atrocities are without motives remains 

dubious, as the progression of events throughout the narrative evidently denotes 

development. In depicting the conflagration that ensues the hanging of Pluto, the 

narrator encourages his reader to explore the impetus of his violence by claiming that 

he is “above the weakness of seeking to establish a sequence of cause and effect, 

between the disaster and the atrocity” (195). The narrator’s matter-of-factness can also 

be observed in the opening scene where he asserts these horrifying deeds are “nothing 

more than an ordinary succession of very natural causes and effects” (192). With this 

statement, Poe presumably argues that there is no fundamental contradiction between 

the narrator’s docile character and his subsequent violent impulses—a logical 

outcome of the attempt to incorporate multiple masculinities in the increasingly 

separate spheres.  

Notwithstanding the narrator’s attempt to exonerate himself of the murders by 

rationalizing his murderous impulse, these crimes are, in actuality, linked to his failed 

embodiment of manliness. As Brian Neff keenly observes, the narrator illustrates the 

aftermath of his crime in terms of “economic satisfaction”: “Here at least, then, my 

labor has not been in vain” (94). The phraseology chosen to depict the depositing of 

the corpse into a wall undergirds the narrator’s namelessness and invisibility due to 

his lack of economic prowess in the urban milieu. As Neff argues, the narrator’s 

gratification upon seeing the positive and concrete results of his labor negates “any 
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fear or negative affects” (94). Furthermore, “[b]y walling up his wife’s corpse the 

narrator in a sense returns to an earlier artisan tradition of work, outside of the terrors 

of the marketplace, where one’s work meant economic and social freedom” (94). In so 

doing, the narrator’s “happiness [is] supreme” and he can finally “look upon [his] 

future felicity as secured” (“The Black Cat” 200). Hence, the murder of his wife can 

be seen as a hypermasculine reassertion of male subjecthood, but one that represents a 

violent rejection of the shame and fear associated with his non-normative desires. In 

addition, oddly lacking in the narrator’s confession is his expression of remorse for 

killing his wife, a fact that is highlighted by the iterations of his guilt toward Pluto. 

More precisely, in murdering his wife and entombing her within the walls, the 

narrator buries the supposed object of his desire. This act of violence lays bare the 

claustrophobic confines of domesticity that quite ironically transform into the site 

whereby his endeavors eventually pay off, only at the expense of his moral integrity. 

In sum, what the enclosed space where all secrets are encapsulated actually unfolds is 

a whole system of under-appreciated toil and disillusioned ideals of self-made 

manhood.  

Having stated that his “future felicity [is] secured,” the narrator in his haughty 

spirit gladly cooperates with police investigation on the fourth day of the assassination. 

Yet upon the police’s departure, in a fit of the spirit of perverseness, he directs their 

attention to the “excellently well-constructed house,” whilst “rapp[ing] heavily with a 

cane which [he] [holds] in [his] hand, upon that very portion of the brickwork behind 

which [stands] the corpse of the wife of [his] bosom” (200). Shortly after, a muffled 

cry coming from behind the walls is heard by all, which rapidly escalates into “a 

wailing shriek, half of horror and half of triumph” (200). It is then that the narrator 

realizes he has accidentally walled up the creature in the walls. His awareness proves 

to be long overdue at this point, for the wall crumbles after a while of labor, and “[t]he 
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corpse, already greatly decayed and clotted with gore, [stands] erect before the eyes of 

the spectators. Upon its head . . . [sits] the hideous beast whose craft [has] seduced 

[him] into murder” (201). Despite his previous remark that “the walls were loosely 

constructed” (199), the statement here informs the decisive factor that propels his 

final downfall is once again, the spirit of perverseness. In this way, the narratorial 

self-betrayal here paradoxically reconstitutes the storyteller’s male identity through a 

confession that consigns the narrator to the hangman. Crucially, it is the narrator’s 

failure to integrate homosociality and same-sex desire into the domestic sphere that 

results in his violent emotional outburst.  

Yet this outburst is accompanied by the symbolic reanimation of a corpse, a 

tripartite embodiment of the second cat/Pluto/the narrator’s sole object of desire 

throughout the story. The transgressions of boundaries culminate in a quintessential 

Gothic moment wherein fear is intimately bound together with masculinity. In this 

sense, the unearthing of the narrator’s homoerotic desire characterizes the tale as a 

powerful critique of hegemonic masculinity and heterosexual matrix. While it might 

be tempting to follow the argumentation above and argue that the incipient queer 

desire between the narrator and his cats is inherently liberatory, “by commingling the 

two facets of the narrator’s life, and by grouping the rejection of both sides in one 

violent act, [the text] ultimately denies any certainty about the nature of male-male 

desire” (Neff 95). Crucially though, “The Black Cat” is decidedly not the usual 

Gothic formula where heterosexuality endures by virtue of obliterated monstrosity 

and restored orders, for the denouement of this story resolves its central conflict by 

underscoring the tenuousness of marital happiness. In sum, what the story boils down 

to is a social epitome which brings to light systematically isolated embodiments of 

desires that have lied outside of reproductive teleology. These desires reveal the 

contingencies of identity construction and shed light on the monstrous productivity of 
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the Gothic. 
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Chapter Three 

“In Secret Communion with Myself”: Male Paranoia in “William Wilson” 

3.1 Poe’s Literary Doubling 

The prerequisite of self-consciousness is duality, one that requires the subject to 

reflect upon himself as an object. Such is the precondition of “William Wilson,” 

wherein the narrator exhibits a divided awareness that typifies the motif of the Gothic 

literary double. Tracing the rise of the Double motif would inevitably lead one to 

consider the burgeoning notion of the individual in modernity. In fact, it is only under 

the presupposition of a unique, coherent subjecthood that horror can be derived from 

its facsimile or dissolution. The theme of doubleness is renowned for its recurrence in 

the Gothic, and is given the most paramount articulation, among Poe’s oeuvre, in 

“William Wilson.” To begin with, the story revolves around a male-male competition 

in which the first-person narrator William Wilson develops an inexplicable animosity 

for his namesake, a young man whom he acquaints at Dr. Bransby’s academy. Aside 

from his name, the man shares the identical birthday, the same stature, and a similar 

voice with the narrator. Over the course of the narrative, his namesake pursues him 

persistently through Eton, Oxford, and finally to Rome. Specifically, the presence of 

his mysterious doppelgänger emerges every crucial moment to obstruct and disclose 

the narrator’s immoral intentions.  

 With an attempt to expose the identity of his mysterious rival, Wilson recollects 

his “later years of unspeakable misery” and “unpardonable crime” (168). These 

accounts, however, are not provided with specified details of the crime. His 

self-reprimand seems oddly out of place considering the fact that he cannot fathom 

the exact origin or the nature of his crime: “I would fain have [my fellow men] 

believe that I have been . . . the slave of circumstances beyond human control. . . . 

Have I not indeed been living in a dream? And am I not now dying a victim to the 
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horror and the mystery of the wildest of all sublunary visions?” (168-69) In particular, 

the uncertainty of the narrator’s self-proclaimed “evil propensities” (169), examined 

along with the uncanny resemblances between him and his double, leads earlier 

criticism to conclude that Wilson is the innocent victim of his superego embodied by 

his doppelgänger. Strenuous endeavors have contributed to analyses of the doubling 

of the narrator and his namesake, while emphasis has been laid on the second 

Wilson’s timely presence to thwart the narrator’s misconducts ranging from fraudulent 

gambling, collegiate profligacy, to secret sexual liaison.  

The narrator recounts his perverse refusal to take the second Wilson’s advice, 

even though “he can recall no occasion when the suggestions of [his] rival were on 

the side of those errors or follies” (176). Moreover, he underscores the second 

Wilson’s “moral sense, at least, if not his general talents and worldly wisdom, was far 

keener than [his] own” and that the narrator would have been “a better, and thus a 

happier man” if it were not for his constant dismissal of his rival’s insightful counsels. 

Notably, the doppelgänger’s corrective role—with both “omnipresence and 

omnipotence” (185)—once again corresponds to the super-ego, a critical agency that 

allows the subject to judge and prescribe to the self as an object. According to the 

narrator, his antagonist’s interferences of his misdeeds on numerous occasions partake 

of “patronage and protection” (173), while these actions are presumably motivated by 

“a whimsical desire to thwart, astonish, or mortify [him]” (173). Moreover, the 

narrator is preoccupied with an eerie feeling that he has been acquainted with his 

namesake “at some epoch very long ago—some point of the past even infinitely 

remote” (176). Although met with varying degrees of resistances, these encounters are 

always present in Wilson’s character-formation. The second Wilson’s demonstration 

of superior judgment, combined with the narrator’s uncanny familiarity with him, 

resonates with the Freudian schema wherein the ego-ideal exerts the influences of the 
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abandoned object-cathexes, among which the most powerful one remains the 

individual’s first identification, namely, with the father. Together, these depictions 

shape his rivalry as an ego-ideal that the ego can never measure up to.  

With no intention to discredit this reading, however, I would like to draw 

attention to the love-hate dynamics lurking behind their competitive homosocial 

relationship and the potential gender critique it might produce. Firstly, in the opening 

paragraphs, Wilson reveals that his doppelgänger makes him “doubly disgusted with 

the name because a stranger bore it, who would be the cause of its twofold repetition” 

by reminding him of his “aversion to [his] uncourtly patronymic, and its very 

common, if not plebeian praenomen” (174). On a symbolic level, by rejecting the 

name of the Father and assuming the alias William Wilson, he becomes an “outcast of 

all outcasts most abandoned” (168) to the patriarchal social order. Taking the Freudian 

schema one step further, Yonjae Jung’s Lacanian reading of the tale resonates with my 

view: the subject, facing obstacles in “internalizing the law of the Father that allows 

him to enter the Symbolic order,” falls into the psychological catastrophe designated 

as “foreclosure” (83). Specifically, in his depiction of childhood, the narrator boasts of 

his unruliness and recalcitrance when faced with his parents’ discipline: 

          I grew self-willed, addicted to the wildest caprices, and a prey to the most 

ungovernable passions. Weak-minded, and beset with constitutional 

infirmities akin to my own, my parents could do but little to check the 

evil propensities which distinguished me. Some feeble and ill-directed 

efforts resulted in complete failure on their part, and, of course, in total 

triumph on mine. Thenceforward my voice was a household law; and at 

an age when few children have abandoned their leading-strings, I was left 

to the guidance of my own will, and became, in all but name, the master 

of my own actions. (169) 
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Namely, by substituting himself as the name-giver, thereby usurping the place of 

the father, Wilson relinquishes and loses his family identity while denying the 

possibility of a successful Oedipal resolution. In canceling out the power bequeathed 

by his real appellation, the narrator chooses to remain nameless in the antebellum 

market where manhood is defined as competitiveness and “making a name for 

oneself.” As such, Wilson’s avowed disdain for his patronymic name also marks his 

ostracization and disassociation from his “gentlemanly estate” (180). Like the narrator 

of “The Black Cat,” Wilson’s anonymity disengages him from the market economy 

that demarcates proper manhood in terms of a normative bourgeois masculine identity. 

However, in this story, the fear of being a man is codified in the form of competitive 

antagonism which merges with paranoia. If “The Black Cat” reveals the gruesome 

aspects of marriage and gendered spatiality, “William Wilson” is a tale about the fear 

of exposing the unnaturalness of one’s own gender. 

To put it more succinctly, Gothic terror here is manifested in the erosion of 

barriers between self and other, allowing the narrator a glimpse into the liminal 

moment that delimits the boundary between familiarity and fear—the moment when 

masculine identity becomes indecipherable. Such indecipherability is characterized 

here most pointedly in Poe’s tales as the problem of naming. As in “The Black Cat,” 

Poe’s “William Wilson” is saturated with the impossible deadlock of expression, 

manifested in the forms of incomplete dates of birth, fragmented family names, 

inscrutable motives, and incomprehensible actions. For Gustavus Stadler, such an 

ambiguity caused by narrative doubling is precisely the crux of interpreting Poe’s 

sensational tales. It is not only demonstrated in Wilson’s inexplicable and 

“unpardonable crime,” but also finds articulation in the narrator’s ambivalent feelings 

toward his namesake. More precisely, the narrator demonstrates ambiguous feelings 

towards his arch enemy whom he “cannot bring himself to hate . . . altogether” (173).  
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In spite of the bitter rivalry with his aggravating double, Wilson deems it hard to 

define his genuine feelings towards the man, as they “formed a motley and 

heterogeneous admixture; —some petulant animosity, which was not yet hatred, some 

esteem, more respect, much fear, with a world of uneasy curiosity” (174, emphasis 

added). As nebular as this may sound, the narrator’s relationship with his double is 

both murderous and amorous. Charged with homoerotic frictions, Wilson’s curiosity 

indicates a craving desire to decipher another man—to know more of him. In his 

reading of “The Man of the Crowd,” Stadler contends that Poe’s male protagonist 

expresses a wish to “render his encounter with another male, an object of study, as 

explainable, as legible, as something that counts as ‘knowledge’ (20). In the case of 

“William Wilson,” such an attempt to demystify the object ends in failure, as the 

particular sensations and erotic sentiments do not permit themselves to be read. After 

all, resolving ambiguity in Poe’s works would mean obliterating aesthetic effect 

altogether.  

The ambivalence of this relationship reaches its zenith when a quintessentially 

queer moment arises: as the narrator relates, “[he] could not help observing, with a 

feeling made up of wonder, abasement, and pique, that [Wilson] mingled with his 

injuries, his insults, or his contradictions, a certain most inappropriate, and assuredly 

most unwelcome affectionateness of manner,” to which he “could not bring [him]self 

to hate him altogether” (173, emphasis mine). Here, the homoerotic undercurrent and 

ambivalent emotions in the formation of super-ego is vividly presented: conscience, 

the innate mental faculty pertaining to one’s moral judgment of his own actions was a 

major concern of antebellum society. Among the critical engagements of conscience 

in nineteenth-century America, Richard Brodhead indicates the intriguing linkage 

between conscience and antebellum representations of self-discipline. In particular, he 

points out conscience is oftentimes coded as a sensibility uncannily “another than 
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themselves, and yet themselves” (qtd. in Monnet 39). Integral to “William Wilson,” 

such uncanniness is brought to the fore in a way that the narrator’s conscience 

manifests to him as an entirely estranged and externalized force. The mixture of 

reverent appreciation and unruly insubordination that we have observed in Wilson’s 

relation to his namesake riffs on the infantile attitude of boys towards their father in 

Freud’s formulation. As elucidated below, such ambivalence characterizes male 

paranoia, a condition annexed to sexuality that is at once homoerotic and narcissistic.  

In his reading of the idiosyncratic Dr. Schreber’s case, Freud famously attributes 

the analysand’s paranoia to repressed homosexual desire: to begin with, as Schreber 

reveals, in a half-conscious state he is struck with the idea that it must be “very nice to 

be a woman submitting to the act of copulation” (“Psycho-analytic Notes” 13). This 

statement serves as the rubric of Freud’s subsequent analysis of the paranoid fantasy. 

More precisely, Schreber’s fantasy consists of two parts—the necessity to undergo a 

transformation into a woman and the assumption of the role of Redeemer. Based upon 

his conception of divine miracles, Schreber writes of his direct communication with 

God, exemplifying the conviction that he is bequeathed with divine godly powers. As 

Freud recounts, the man considers himself “capable of carrying on an independent 

existence” (15) and believes he is entrusted with the sacred mission of humanity’s 

redemption.  

A closer examination of Schreber’s idea of heavenly bliss reveals a sexually 

masochistic dimension immanent in this fantasy:  

The rays of God abandon their hostility as soon as they are certain that in 

becoming absorbed into his body they will experience spiritual 

voluptuousness; God himself demands that He shall be able to find 

voluptuousness in him, and threatens him with the withdrawal of His rays  

if he neglects to cultivate voluptuousness and cannot offer God what He  
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demands. (30) 

It requires little effort to note that Schreber’s vision of the state of divine bliss is 

highly sensualized. Based upon the analysand’s account, the voices that he constantly 

hears view his transformation into a woman as a sexual disgrace, while the “rays of 

God” recurrently derides him by referring to him as “Miss Schreber” (20). Such 

emasculation is coupled with a salient masochistic wish, as Freud correctly points out 

that his notion of divine bliss is constituted by “a condensation of the two principal 

meanings of the German word ‘selig’—namely, ‘dead’ and ‘sensually happy’” (30). 

Here the juxtaposition of the words “dead” and “sensually happy” suggests a 

masochistic pleasure so integral to Schreber’s persecutory fantasy, attested by his 

desire to accept the “sensual pleasure” as a little compensation for the unmeasurable 

“suffering” and “deprivation” imposed on him during the process (Schreber, qtd. in 

“Psycho-analytic Notes” 34).   

More specifically, his assumption of feminine attitudes toward God, combined 

with God’s demand of “constant state of enjoyment” in the form of “spiritual 

voluptuousness” (Schreber, qtd. in 34), denotes a passive homosexual wishful fantasy 

where “a new race of men” can only be created through his “impregnation by divine 

rays” (Schreber, qtd. in 21). In Freud’s reading, Schreber’s “rays of God” are 

identified as “spermatozoa,” which in fact represent “nothing else than . . . an external 

projection of libidinal cathexes” (78). What Freud terms “religious paranoia” (18) 

here is hence characterized by a form of megalomania, a man’s desire to become 

self-sufficient, immortal, and capable of reproduction without his female counterpart. 

In this sense, Schreber’s confession that “The Order of Things imperatively demanded 

[his] emasculation” carries a distinctive homoerotic overtone (20). These delusions 

are later diagnosed as inseparable to the imagined persecution by Schreber’s former 

physician, Flechsig, whom he originally holds in high regard but then believes to be 
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the source of his anxiety. It follows that the emasculation vital to Schreber’s 

persecutory fantasy is in fact, tied to femaleness and its masochistic passive position 

in relation to the omnipotent and superior divine power.  

All things considered, Freud’s conclusion that the patient’s paranoia is linked to 

latent homosexuality is not without merit. Nonetheless, in his formulation of paranoia, 

the homosexual object-choice is always characterized as a regressive flow of libido 

that hinders the subject toward complete individuation. More precisely, in the 

classical psychoanalytic sense, the stage of which the libido undergoes from 

auto-eroticism to object-love is understood as narcissism. Yet people who are 

homosexual by definition linger in this half-phase between auto-eroticism and 

object-love. By taking himself and his body as the love-object, the subject thereby is 

bound in a condition wherein the regular mechanism is replaced by a fixation at the 

stage of narcissism. Furthermore, in hypothesizing that the paranoics’ “disposition to 

illness” must be derived from the region between “the stages of auto-eroticism, 

narcissism and homosexuality,” Freud assigns homosexuality a position of incomplete 

individuation and thus pathologizes homosexual desire (62). Pursuing this line of 

reasoning, the subsequent sections demonstrate how the Freudian notion of male 

paranoia is substantiated in “William Wilson,” wherein gothic doubling metaphorizes 

a synonymous relation between narcissism and homosexuality. As such, male 

paranoia essentially reveals the anxiety toward unnatural reproduction—the dark 

desire to reproduce without the other.   

 

3.2 The Southern Gentleman As Fiction 

Notwithstanding the critical tendency to aestheticize his works, some of Poe’s 

characters engage in a dialogue with contemporaneous socio-political issues critical of 

Poe’s time: his portrayals of male character types explore the fissures between 
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gentlemanly surface and its erratic depths. As mentioned in the second chapter, the 

most representative qualities of nineteenth-century American manhood are 

self-reliance and self-control. With the ebbing of the older ideologies of genteel 

patriarch and artisan independence, social values were confronted by a newly defined 

manhood grounded in competitive individualism. Situated in a transformative period, 

bourgeois manhood comes to be increasingly shaped as self-control, while the 

self-control dictated by marketplace achievement paradoxically demanded “the sexual 

control of a disciplined body” that eschewed excess in all aspects (Kimmel, qtd. in 

“Nineteenth-Century Gender Constructions” 151).  

 Such is the precondition of the social and economic milieu where “William 

Wilson” was written. The tension between marketplace competitiveness and 

self-discipline permeates in Poe’s portrayals of gentlemen, exemplified in failed 

mastery and inconsistent male behaviors. Like the narrator of “The Black Cat,” 

William Wilson is a member of the newly emerged middle class, who is cultivated but 

unable to master himself. Furthermore, the story per se discloses Victorian hypocrisy 

couched in the language of morality tale. More aptly put, the story creates an essential 

duality where “a self marked [anxiety], not by its fear of the other, but by a paranoid 

terror of involution or the unraveling of a multiformed ego” (Halberstam 55) is 

sustained throughout. In “William Wilson,” such a duality is structured in a polarized 

subjectivity, where a man’s inner and outer being is perpetually in strife with each 

other. As I argue below, Poe’s representations of male gentry identity lay bare the 

constructedness, performativity, and artificiality of it.  

For instance, when the protagonist is first enrolled in a school in England, he 

meets the Reverend Dr. Bransby, who concurrently shoulders the duties of the 

headmaster of Wilson’s school and the pastor of the school’s church. The first detail 

about this man that draws Wilson’s attention is a “countenance so demurely benign, 
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with robes so glossy and so clerically flowing, with wig so minutely powdered, so 

rigid and so vast” (170). In awe of the man’s aura, Wilson expresses his confusion by 

exclaiming: “could this be he who, of late, with sour visage, and in snuffy habiliments, 

administered, ferule in hand, the Draconian laws of the academy?” (170). While these 

illustrations paint Dr. Bransby as a benevolent gentleman with particularly polished 

professional appearance, they also characterize him equivocally as a stern, austere, 

and stringent discipliner. Both a harmless pastor and an iron-fisted principal, Dr. 

Bransby functions as an evident reflection of Wilson’s bifurcated selfhood. More 

precisely, the double identity of this genus-faced figure noticeably mirrors the 

relationship of Wilson and his doppelgänger, one that denotes the man’s costume is 

part of his character. This is more revealing when posited in relation to Wilson’s 

disclosure that he has struggled with his gradually atrophied moral sense as “all virtue 

[drops] bodily as a mantle [for him]” (168). Here the tension between exterior 

respectability and undisclosed violence is heightened, while integrity is metaphorized 

as merely a surface attached to the subject.  

 As the narrator gradually familiarizes himself with the art of fraudulent gambling, 

he begins to search for matching candidates among his fellow collegians to practice 

his crafty maneuvers. The protagonist is elated when he meets Glendinning the 

parvenu, who is reportedly young and “rich as Herodes Atticus” and gullible judging 

from his “weak intellect,” as Wilson later discovers (180). These characteristics, 

however, shape him as a fitting subject for Wilson’s competition in the écarté, an easy 

target to be ensnared into Wilson’s elaborate designs. During the game, the young 

parvenu, coaxed by Wilson’s artifices, drinks extravagantly; his intoxication then 

results in extreme nervousness when dealing and shuffling the cards, which promptly 

renders him a miserable debtor of the narrator.  

The character Glendinning the parvenu embodies the conception that the 
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antebellum Southern gentleman is all surface and no depth. Here Poe employs a 

common proverbial comparison at his time and alters it to suit his own purpose. 

Conventionally, “Rich as Croesus” alludes to Herodes Atticus, an affluent Athenian 

citizen who was publicly known as a patron of the theater and went to great lengths to 

build or renovate theaters and stadia in Athens (Hayes 131n31). This reference gives 

prominence to Wilson’s theatricality, namely, his need to perform his malicious 

enterprise in front of an audience. Moreover, the satirical combination of tremendous 

wealth and slow-wittedness provides yet another example of Poe’s mockery of the 

traditional archetype of the Southern gentleman: to begin with, young men’s mutual 

testing is a part of genteel culture as well as a code of honor that warrants a man’s 

virility. Under combative competitiveness among antebellum men, winning a game 

thus suggests dignified gentility. In defeating the parvenu, Wilson reasserts his lost 

masculinity in the market temporarily, only to be outwitted by his namesake 

immediately. At the end of the game, it is his antagonist’s uncovering of his vicious 

schemes that expose him as a trickster to Glendinning the parvenu. Quite tellingly, the 

second Wilson’s timely interference with determinant giveaway reverses the favorable 

circumstances for Wilson to beat other participants in the game. All things considered, 

none of the aspiring men wins in Poe’s game—behind their impulsive bravadoes, 

manliness is revealed to be a collage of disguises, performances, and conscious 

masquerades. 

 By the same token, Wilson’s personality dramatizes the gentry contradictions 

sketched above and simultaneously shames the gentlemen of honor. The social 

fictions of self-making is most vividly presented in his momentary self-reflection 

upon the intellectual prowess over his dupes: he has “so utterly fallen from the 

gentlemanly estate, as to seek acquaintance with the vilest arts of the gambler by 

profession,” which subsequently adapts him to such “despicable science” and 
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eventually propels him to “practise it habitually as a means of increasing [his] already 

enormous income at the expense of the weak-minded among [his] fellow-collegians” 

(180). More emphatically, Wilson depicts his crime as “offence against all manly and 

honourable sentiment proved” (180, emphasis mine). The juxtaposition of the word 

manly and honourable presents normative manliness as a precondition of a 

respectable, gentry identity. Here, the tension between public mastery and inner 

alienation is once again reinforced by the character’s internal division. Further 

accentuating the correlation between the two, Wilson questions:  

          Who, indeed, among my most abandoned associates, would not rather  

have disputed the clearest evidence of his senses, than have suspected of  

such courses, the gay, the frank, the generous William Wilson—the  

noblest and most commoner at Oxford—him whose follies (said his  

parasites) were but the follies of youth and unbridled fancy—whose  

errors but inimitable whim—whose darkest vice but a careless and 

dashing extravagance? (180) 

Here, the narrator specifically points out his public display of a “gay, frank, 

generous” and “the noblest” Wilson that demonstrates business-like self-control; such 

a façade required by the collective fiction of gentry glory licenses the inauthenticity of 

the elite, bourgeois culture. Read in this light, Glendinning’s excessive artificiality, 

examined alongside Dr. Bransby’s hypocritical duplicity and Wilson’s conscious 

performance, constitutes the most crucial part of Poe’s cosmopolitan satire—the 

gentleman as fiction. Indeed, Poe’s gentlemen are devoid of a corresponding depth to 

their honorable status, cultural capital, or economic dominance. Here the author 

frames a salient argument: that lacking genuine lineage, manners, and depth, Poe’s 

men confirm the gentry fictions of male identities, ones that nullify a progressive 

ideology of individualism by voiding the depth of selfhood as a social construct 
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(Leverenz 212). As such, Poe lays bare the theatricality of the public men of honor, 

thereby allowing a dialectical relation to subsist between public exhibition of mastery 

and inward self-alienation. Identity here is constructed out of surface signs, exposing 

a prescriptive masculinity that is constituted by sheer disguise, masks, and veils. In 

effect, what these title characters reveal is a grotesque performativity wherein the 

form is all that identity comprises of. Therefore, “William Wilson” can perhaps be 

seen as a Gothic tale disguised as moral fable, one that typifies the Gothic as an 

infinite cloaking of the subject, a form of literary transvestism, a masquerading that 

reveals itself as costume.  

  

3.3 “In Secret Communion with Myself”: Onanistic Desire and Male Paranoia 

 Gothic doubling is frequently annexed to buried sexualities in literary texts, 

whereas secrecy functions as the precondition of sexual perversity. In “William 

Wilson,” the protagonist’s uncanny double forges an implicit relation to his perversity, 

a sexuality that is, as I demonstrate below, simultaneously onanistic and homoerotic. 

Critical attention has been drawn to the links between homoerotic subtext in 

antebellum novels and the nineteenth-century masturbation scare, among which 

Leland S. Person delineates a historical concurrence of anti-masturbatory and 

anti-sodomitical paranoia. Widely believed to be unbridled and uncontrollable, male 

sexuality before marriage was under constant surveillance and restraint in more 

“respectable” literature. Owing to a general constriction that demands sexual relations 

to be strictly reproductive in aim, severe curtailment is often deployed to keep explicit 

representations of same-sex erotic attachment in check. A particular sexless male 

homosociality pervades in public discourse, while reformers adamantly maintain a 

stringent position against male onanism. Sylvester Graham, for example, offers 

arduous evidence of the hazardous aftermath that ensues the practice of onanism. His 
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writings in A Lecture to Young Men on Chastity, published six years before “William 

Wilson,” caution against masturbation and specifically point out its damaging effect to 

young men to the extent that onanism can potentially wreak havoc on the entire 

American nation. The cultural preoccupations of self-discipline and sexual ethics 

manifest themselves in discursive taboos of aberrant sexual behaviors, anxiety toward 

same-sex lust, and a recurrent masturbation scare of the era. 

 Bounded by rigorous decorum and propriety, the subject of same-sex sexual 

activity could hardly be broached in literature, but nonetheless found its way 

implicitly into medical discourse. Depictions of the emotional and physical ruin 

caused by youthful masturbation prevailed in health and sexual reformist writings, 

oftentimes evincing a corollary between onanistic act and male-male sexual behavior. 

Notably, Graham observed that onanism was frequently practiced by public school 

boys, who further engaged in “the still more loathsome and criminal extent of an 

unnatural commerce with each other” (94). The horrendous consequences of 

“[s]elf-pollution . . . one of the most alarming evils in our land,” according to Graham, 

pose a severe threat to the nation precisely because onanism is a “secret and solitary 

vice, which requires the consent of no second person” (44). The anxieties of having 

“no second person” is vividly reminded by Poe in “William Wilson,” wherein a 

second person ostensibly merges with the first and the two become inseparable.  

Albeit in a different social and cultural context, John Addington Symonds’s 

illustrations of boys’ life at English boarding school in 1854 resonates remarkably 

with Poe’s formulation of one’s anxiety about the self turning into an object of desire. 

In particular, Symonds describes a typical scenario wherein “[t]he talk in the 

dormitories and the studies was incredibly obscene,” with inevitable “acts of onanism, 

mutual masturbation, the sports of naked boys in bed together” (qtd. in “Queer Poe” 

18). Central to Symonds’s reminiscence is a boy named E. Dering, who “excited” his 
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fancy and yet “both fascinated and repelled” him with his “fierce and cruel lust”: 

Symonds then reveals a “distinction in [his] character between an inner and real self 

and an outer and artificial self,” two selves which later become so separate that his 

“most intimate friends there . . . have each and all emphatically told [him] that they 

thought [he] had passed through school without being affected by . . . its peculiar 

vices” (18). Such depictions not only echo Wilson’s double consciousness, but also 

sign a homosexual panic lurking beneath the rhetoric of moral health. More 

specifically, the simultaneity of onanistic and homosexual threat was linked to images 

of debilitated young men who failed as men. In masturbation, the qualities that 

defined successful manhood—namely, self-restraint, discipline, and piety—were 

compromised in exchange of indecent pleasures. As a new taxonomical category of 

identity, the onanist existed in tandem with the homosexual in that they both posited a 

pleasure-oriented sexuality that thrived irrespective of the other sex. As such, Poe’s 

story scrutinizes the fine line between autoeroticism and homoeroticism. 

 What happens in Poe’s Bransby’s school can perhaps be understood as a parallel 

to the aforementioned cases. In Eton, the second Wilson shows up uninvited to the 

narrator’s private party of the “most dissolute students” to a “secret carousal” in his 

chambers, for which the attendees gather “at a late hour of the night” for 

“debaucheries” that are “protracted until morning” (178). More importantly is the 

narrator’s ambiguous diction here: aside from drinking and gambling, the group 

engages in “other and perhaps more dangerous seductions” (178). In addition, while 

attending Oxford, the narrator’s revelry “out-Heroded Herod” and “added no brief 

appendix to the long catalogue of vices than usual in the most dissolute university of 

Europe” (180). It is not surprising to note immediately after the narrator’s close 

encounters with his doppelgänger, he flees from Bransby’s school and engages in 

more normative homosocial behaviors by entering “a world of competition between 
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men and intimacies carefully policed for erotic inflection” (“Queer Poe” 19).  

Revealingly, the narrator’s internal conflict between body and mind is heightened 

by the presence of his namesake: “From his inscrutable tyranny did I at length flee, 

panic-stricken, as from a pestilence; and to the very ends of the earth I fled in vain” 

(184). Nevertheless, the second Wilson’s presence also evokes an ambivalent emotion 

on the narrator’s part. His feelings toward his antagonist “formed a motley and 

heterogeneous admixture;—some petulant animosity, which was not yet hatred, some 

esteem, more respect, much fear, with a world of uneasy curiosity” (174, emphasis 

added). Here homophobic anxiety and masculine crisis merge into a single paranoia, 

exemplified in the love-hate erotic dynamics. His “secret communion” with his “own 

spirit” comes to embody a desire later translated into violent repression, while the self 

is implicated in a circuit wherein desire becomes synonymous with repulsion (“Queer 

Poe” 20).  

 Such a male homoerotic identification coupled with paradoxical sentiments of 

affection and disavowal is tied with what Sedgwick terms “male paranoia” in her 

contextualization of the Gothic tradition:  

Paranoia seems to require being imitated to be understood, and it, in turn, 

seems to understand only by imitation. Paranoia proposes both Anything 

you can do (to me) I can do worse, and Anything you can do (to me) I can 

do first—to myself. . . . paranoia refuses to be only either a way of 

knowing or a thing known, but is characterized by an insistent tropism 

toward occupying both positions . . . (“Paranoid Reading and Reparative 

Reading” 131) 

If we consider the indeterminacy of the second Wilson’s male identity, his 

imitation of the narrator’s dress, gait, general manner and voice, a tableau of male 

paranoia is vividly presented. The doppelgänger’s mimicry both hyperbolizes a façade 
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of constructed masculinity and brings out the instability of antebellum male identity. 

Additionally, as the narrator recounts, the second Wilson stirs an uncanny familiarity 

which is likened by him to a “sensation” that “oppress[es]” him (176). Highly akin to 

their interactions, paranoia manifests itself in both the desire to know another man and 

the feeling of being persecuted by male companionships. Namely, as in many Gothic 

fictions, the hero is shackled in a homosocial relation to his feared and desired double. 

As I have noted in the previous section, not unlike Schreber’s case, the paranoiac 

creates the other within himself and subsequently projects this other into an exterior 

reality. Namely, paranoia exemplifies “both the desire to reproduce alone and the 

pathologization of this desire” (Halberstam 109).  

Once again, the dread of autoeroticism is evoked here: it is possibly predicated 

on Freud’s theory that libidinal development in “perverts and homosexuals” is faced 

with hindrance, whose later object-cathexis does not take their mother as a model for 

loved-objects but themselves (“On Narcissism” 87). More aptly put, the homosexual 

identifies himself as a love-object, thereby demonstrating a kind of object-choice that 

can only inevitably be termed ‘narcissistic’ (87). It follows that Wilson’s affection and 

fear of prosecution by his namesake can be seen as a result of paranoia. Yet this is not 

to be conflated with a retrogressive equation of paranoia and repressed homosexuality 

which reinforces an essential link between psychosexual pathology and gothic 

monstrosity. This shows, however, how the paranoiac is pathologized in the 

psychoanalytic formulation only inasmuch as he embodies both the homosexual and 

the fear of homosexuality. In the classical Freudian scheme, the paranoiac, suffering 

from gothic hallucinations, is compelled to forego his desire for men by articulating a 

fear of persecution by other men. Conversely, by fluctuating between the positions of 

homoeroticism and autoeroticism, Poe’s male homosociality thereby interrogates the 

very presumption that sexuality is ever so coherent and stable to delineate normality 
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and abnormality.  

In accordance with such ambivalence is the knowledge structure of paranoia that 

riffs with Wilson’s avid curiosity to fathom and decipher another man’s identity and 

intentions: in paranoia, the subject both craves to know and to be known. In this case, 

the narrator’s paranoia is not elicited by an abstracted and objectless terror of being an 

object of attention, but a tangible revulsion toward the idea of becoming the eroticized 

object of a male gaze, to be ensnared in a potential reciprocal circuit of a 

“homoerotically-inflected subject-object relation” (“Queer Poe” 21). The 

protagonist’s self-destruction can therefore be viewed as a passionate repudiation of 

same-sex desire, signified in the act of murdering his namesake. Indeed, paranoia is 

characterized by a fluctuating position between the desire to know and to be known 

by another man: the second Wilson’s indecipherability strikes fear into the narrator’s 

heart by possessing knowledge that both intimidates and fascinates his enemy. On a 

deeper level, the epistemological impenetrability of his antagonist denotes a typified 

Gothic formula where the monster’s monstrosity is both desired and loathed. The 

longing to penetrate another man here manifests itself in both epistemological and 

sexual senses, whereas Wilson’s relationship with his double implies a self-enclosed 

circuit wherein the narrator plays both the subject and the object. In short, what the 

second Wilson’s indecipherability reflects is the narrator’s doubt about his own sexual 

identity. 

  It is not surprising to note that the resolution of the story occurs at a 

masquerade. Here, the narrator’s final confrontation is staged at the palazzo of the 

Duke Di Broglio, an Italian name suggestive of ‘plot’ or ‘intrigue.’ More importantly, 

Wilson’s last encounter with the inscrutable stranger at the masquerade is illustrated 

in a manner that denotes a masquerade of self-delusion constituted by his successive 

flights and repudiations. At a decisive moment, the protagonist seizes his namesake by 
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the collar, whose attire is identical to his own, with a mask of black silk covering his 

entire face. Poe deftly weaves the problem of self-division into a series of 

masquerades, symbolized in the narrator’s dissolution of identity.  

 Later in a scene where the narrator fleetingly beholds a mirror in front of him, he 

attempts to face himself and confesses to all the corrupted deeds he has done, but 

eventually backs away from self-confrontation. The conclusion of the story 

culminates in Wilson’s symbolic self-shattering act of stabbing his namesake. The 

moment he realizes the reflection is his doppelgänger, now dabbled in blood and 

appears to be on the brink of dissolution, the narrator perceives him speaking: “You 

have conquered, and I yield. Yet, henceforward art thou also dead—dead to the World, 

to Heaven and to Hope! In me didst thou exist—and, in my death, see by this image, 

which is thine own, how utterly thou hast murdered thyself” (186). If homoerotic 

desire works at the heart of Poe’s text, it finds expression in the forms of repression 

and repudiation. By denying the possibility of a reciprocal homosocial transaction and 

cutting himself off from such a circuit, Wilson ultimately embraces an anticlimax—a 

rejection of climax—a denial of a consummated homosexual relationship. As such, 

the denouement of the story ends in a reversal of traditional moral fable: in 

destruction of his conscience, the evil-doing double survives in a form of life in death. 

In the face of his dubious sexuality, Wilson’s desire converts into violent repulsion 

and repression. The truly gothic quality of the story, perhaps, lies in the fact that the 

antebellum masculine ideals, once internalized, can turn one’s conscience into an 

irreversible mechanism of self-torture. 
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Chapter Four 

Queering Poe: Gender Melancholia in The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of 

Nantucket 

 

The dead can bury the dead all day long and still not be done.  

—Heather Love, Feeling Backward 

     Where does this black sun come from? Out of what eerie galaxy do its invisible, lethargic rays 

reach me, pinning me down to the ground, to my bed, compelling me to silence, to renunciation? 

─Julia Kristeva, Black Sun 

 

4.1 Corporealized Male Bodies and Deviant Fraternity 

Both an anomaly and the only complete novel throughout Poe’s oeuvre, The 

Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym stands out among the Poe corpus in terms of subject, 

structure, and narrative frame despite its lesser-known status. The fiction centers upon 

a series of misadventures which take place on the American brig Grampus—ranging 

from a mutiny, several shipwrecks, a famine, a gruesome butchery which precedes the 

survivors’ deliverance by the British schooner Jane Guy, and unforeseen calamity 

upon the crew’s arrival on the island Tsalal. Beginning with the first-person bachelor 

narrator Arthur Gordon Pym’s introductory note on his lineage and his early 

friendship with Augustus Bernard, the narrative gradually unfurls Pym’s eccentricity 

as he continuously takes upon himself endless adventures even in the face of 

impending doom. Upon his second attempt to embark on a nautical journey with 

Augustus, who formerly schemes a clandestine runaway and shares a near-death 

experience with Pym on the sailboat Ariel, Pym decidedly sets foot on a path which 

runs counter to both his maternal grandfather’s expectations and the ethos of 

American manhood.  
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As stated by the adventurous protagonist himself, his maternal grandfather Mr. 

Peterson is an attorney who is “fortunate in everything” and “[speculates] very 

successfully in stocks of the Edgarton New-Bank” (1: 57). Aside from his wealth, Mr. 

Peterson is “more attached to [Pym] than to any other person in the world” (57). Such 

a deep emotional bond soon faces hindrance when Pym becomes acquainted with 

Augustus, the son of a sea-captain who is “also very well-known,” established in New 

Bedford, and has many connections (57). As the narrative progresses, their 

relationship grows “intimate,” while Pym “frequently [goes] home with [Augustus]” 

and “[remains] all day, and sometimes all night” at his place; moreover, they “[occupy] 

the same bed, and [Pym’s male companion] would be sure to keep [him] awake until 

almost light” (57). Later, under Augustus’s whimsical invitation on a late October day, 

the two decide to “go out on a frolic with the boat,” to which Pym reacts bodily with 

“a thrill of the greatest excitement and pleasure” (58).  

After spending days outside of the stowage aboveboard while leaving Pym alone 

in the stateroom of the Grampus, Augustus finally comes to the rescue of Pym by 

placing his hand upon Pym’s shoulder and hands over a bottle of water to his lips. As 

the protagonist recounts, “Augustus thoroughly entered into my state of mind. It is 

probable, indeed, that our intimate communion had resulted in a partial interchange of 

character” (65, emphasis mine). Their “intimate communion,” combined with the 

physical contact and references to “a long draught of the richest of all physical 

luxuries” that accompanies Augustus’s presence (3: 83) here suggest a mode of erotic 

interplay which further destabilizes identity. In sharing a deep emotional bond and 

numerous parallel experiences at sea, the two serve as “mirror images” (Lint 53) of 

each other, even to the extent that their own identities disintegrate. Through such a 

dissolution of identities, Pym makes himself correspond spiritually and emotionally 

with another man—an “interchange of character.” 
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The language Poe engages to portray the same-sex doubling between Pym and 

Augustus resonates with the idea of soul-unity often attributed to Emerson’s 

renowned essay “The Over-Soul,” in which the author describes “an influx of the 

Divine mind into our mind” (qtd. in Greven 133). Specifically, the Emersonian 

conception of soul-unity underscores the spiritual union of man and Nature, while the 

phrase “intimate communion” was often associated with the relationship between God 

and man during antebellum times. More precisely, the word “communion” evokes the 

Last Supper, the archetype for Christian sacrament where Jesus shared with his 

Apostles consecrated bread and wine. As is generally known, integral to this 

commemorating ceremony is the body of Christ, a beautiful young man whose 

sacrifice empowers humanity. Although Poe’s employment of such imagery might 

have also got its inspiration from the Platonic conception of souls in search of their 

split halves, his depictions of male-male relationships reaffirm humanity rather than 

divinity. As shown in the subsequent section, by embodying the metaphysical 

consummation of the body of Christ in literalized cannibalism, Poe’s appropriation of 

male-male spiritual rapport is arguably a caustic remark on the tenuousness of a 

redemptive future. 

In contrast to the Emersonian spirituality, Poe’s conceptualization of soul-unity is 

decidedly tinged with macabre corporeality and laden with death drive. More 

precisely, not until a narrow escape from the shipwreck of the Ariel did Pym 

experience an unprecedented yearning for the sea. Curiously, such a yearning is later 

intensified by Augustus’s accounts of the “terrible moments of suffering and despair,” 

which “most strongly [enlist Pym’s] feelings in behalf of the life of a seaman” (65). 

Though self-destructiveness is ubiquitous in Poe’s texts, Pym’s melancholic death 

wish, read alongside his resistance against familial bonds and stable heterosexual 

paths, signifies the queer connotations of his break from the patriarchal order. By 
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extension, such self-destructive desire echoes the “Perverseness” of the narrator in 

“The Black Cat”; yet in Pym, male affect finds articulation in a profoundly dystopian 

fraternal love. 

In a similar vein, the crew’s conscious rejections of domestic security and female 

companionship are highlighted after the mutiny on the Jane Guy when the 

line-manager Dirk Peters proposes to travel southward for “the perfect security and 

freedom from all restraint to be enjoyed, but, more particularly, on the deliciousness 

of the climate, on the abundant means of good living, and on the voluptuous beauty of 

the women” (5: 93). This proposal is immediately met with objection and the 

mutinous crew’s insistence on exploring the West India Islands for a piratical 

adventure. Reinforcing such a world of purely male comradeship, Pym paints a 

tableau where queer figures opt for isolated seclusion at sea and choose to live in a 

present cut off from any perceivable historical continuum. Moreover, homoerotic 

undertows abound in the story, as readers are presented with men who help each other 

disrobe and bathe: “We derived much comfort from taking off our clothes and 

wringing the water from them. When we put them on after this, they felt remarkably 

warm and pleasant, and served to invigorate us in no little degree. We helped 

Augustus off with his, and wrung them for him, when he experienced the same 

comfort” (9: 120). Given their bachelor status, the ambiguous language here hints at 

male-male intimacy, if not homoeroticism in its latent form. In addition, Pym’s 

language on several occasions is homoerotically suggestive: for instance, the 

protagonist recounts his nightmares where he is embraced by “immense serpents” (2: 

72) that stare him in the face. What follows is a sight of “immensely tall trunks of 

trees [that] rose up in endless succession” (72). In another context, after receiving 

Peters’s signal, he “immediately threw open the door of the companion-way, and 

descending without uttering a syllable, stood erect in the midst of the pantry” (8: 111, 
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emphasis added).  

Yet as any attempt to “queer” antebellum texts, it is vital to establish the 

distinction between homosexual behavior and homosexual identity. Whereas the 

subtexts of male-male intimacy are palpable in the novel, they always emerge with an 

aim to parody the convention of nautical literature in a highly ambiguous manner. 

Specifically, Poe’s queer use of sexual imagery can be observed in a passage wherein 

Pym refers to the Dutch ship as a “hermaphrodite brig” (10: 123). Here, the 

conglomerate imagery of masculinity and femininity indicates the author’s emphasis 

on the failure of a homogenous heterosexual/homosexual identity. In brief, if 

heterosexuality cannot be confirmed in the text, neither can homosexuality. Brad Lint, 

for instance, makes a rousing case of the fluid identities of Poe’s men by concluding 

that Poe’s ending is devoid of a proper closure, thereby invites highly ambiguous 

interpretations that cast doubt on a stable sexual selfhood (57). Namely, such a 

narrative possesses the potential to reverse the critical tendency to interpret everything 

in the paranoid Gothic tradition as heterosexist texts, while still remaining skeptical of 

intuitive homosexual readings.  

Nevertheless, despite the continued importance of Poe’s portrayal of male-male 

relations as one of the earliest depictions of male homosociality among maritime 

literature, critical inquiries have provided us with scant access to deciphering the 

nuanced ways Poe’s male bonding differ from the usual homosociality between 

antebellum men at sea. A relatively early publication which first made its appearance 

in 1837 in the Southern Literary Messenger, Pym comprises of elements which may 

easily be subsumed under the category of travel narrative. Nevertheless, the divergent 

critical approaches9 to interpreting the text range from myth, Marxism, 

                                                      
9 For instance, Daniel Hoffman considers Pym a “Jungian-organized drama of 

archetypal projection,” while for Walter Bezanson the enormous white figure that 
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psychoanalysis, slavery discourses and postmodern perspectives. A surprising critical 

commonplace is that among the earliest criticisms, Leslie Fiedler’s 1966 study of 

“homoerotics” in Pym nonetheless remains largely neglected. Building on the thesis 

of his 1948 essay “Come Back to the Raft Ag’in, Huck Honey!,” Fiedler’s 

foundational work Love and Death in the American Novel investigates the 

anti-Western sentiment and racial fear in Pym. Read alongside Huckleberry Finn, Pym 

begins with an innocent quest typical of “the highbrow Western”—“the rejection of 

the family and of the world of women, the secret evasion from home and the turning 

to the open sea” (Fiedler 393); yet ends with Gothic horror that counteracts hope and 

resists a peaceful resolution. Such a “world of pure male companionship” (393), 

according to Fiedler, entertains the possibility of a latent homoeroticism in Poe’s 

Western, characterized by the author’s hypersexualized portrayal of male physicality 

and male-male encounters.  

As he notes, male muscularity is greatly accentuated in Pym’s introduction of 

Dirk Peters, the “half-breed line-manager” among the mutineers on the Grampus: 

“Peter himself was one of the most ferocious-looking men I ever beheld. . . . his limbs 

were of Herculean mould. His hands, especially, were so enormously thick and broad 

as hardly to retain a human shape” (4: 87). Minute attention is also given to the details 

of his other body parts, such as “legs . . . bowed in the most singular manner,” a 

“deformed” and “bald” head of “immense size, with an indentation on the crown (like 

that of the head of most negroes)” (87). Similarly, in the latter portion of the narrative, 

the Tsalalians are depicted as being “about the ordinary stature of Europeans, but of a 

                                                                                                                                                        
Pym encounters at the pole represents “the primordial mother, to which he has arrived 

‘through a warm cosmic milk bath’” (qtd. in Harvey 12-13). On the other hand, Toni 

Morrison notes that despite the conventional connotations of positive attributes that 

“whiteness” associates (e.g. privilege, purity, refinement), the whiteness in Poe 

signifies a vortex that is at once “mute, meaningless, unfathomable, pointless, frozen, 

veiled, curtained, dreaded, senseless, implacable” (qtd. in Sanborn 175). 
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more muscular and brawny frame. Their complexion a jet black, with thick and long 

woolly hair” (18: 168). Of course, the racial overtones of such exaggerated egregious 

physical traits are palpable in these accounts considering the facts that Dirk Peters is 

“the son of an Indian squaw of the tribe of Upsarokas” and that the Tsalalians emerge 

as mysterious savages who utter “Anamoo-moo!” and “Lama-lama!” upon Pym’s 

arrival on the Tsalal Island (168). While these depictions of dark male bodies validate 

the theory that Poe, as one of the earliest Southern authors, subscribes to the belief 

that the black man is the fitting subject of the American Gothic, what the story offers 

is far more multifaceted than a simple, anti-abolitionist rhetoric.  

To begin with, the character of Dirk Peters is suggestive of hybridity not only in 

terms of race, but of sexuality. Specifically, critics have noted the phallic connotation 

of Peters’s name in Arthurian interpretations of Pym: while “Dirk” refers to a short 

dagger formerly used by Scottish Highlanders (OED), it can also be interpreted as the 

legendary sword in the stone, therefore in a psychoanalytic sense, “Arthur” Gordon 

Pym’s penis (Lint 53). This is consistent with Pym’s depiction of Peters’s appearance: 

“short in stature” with a head “equally deformed, being of immense size, with an 

indentation on the crown . . . and entirely bald” (53). However, the queer linkage 

between the two characters does not stop here. In his illuminating analysis of Pym, 

David Greven draws our attention to Peters’s “gendered dispossession” (134) among 

the murderous mutineers. Discussing the anecdotes that center upon Peters’s 

incommensurate strength and dubious sanity, Pym remarks that “he was regarded, at 

the time of the mutiny, with feelings more of derision than of anything else” (87). 

Viewed as an object of mockery, Peters occupies a “subaltern position” due to his 

eccentric lineage among and alienation from the barbarous fraternity of the mutineers. 

Namely, his isolation can be viewed as an imaginable outcome of “homosocial 

environments [that] brutalize individual identity [by] marking off the individual 
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identified as weak, non-conforming, deviant, ‘other’” (Greven 135). Such a feeling of 

estrangement from one’s gender corresponds to Pym and Augustus’s break from their 

patronymic ties. Specifically, when Pym decides to accept Augustus’s offer to 

“indulg[e] [his] desire” and embark on their second nautical journey, Mr. Peterson 

“vow[s] to cut [him] off with a shilling if [he] should ever broach the subject to him 

again” (2: 66).  

However, this does not impede Pym’s determination but leads to his clandestine 

contriving to slip on board the brig Grampus and set sail in the middle of June. 

Stealthily heading to the wharf while disguising himself in a ragged seaman’s cloak, 

Pym runs into Mr. Peterson. The latter exclaims and asks why he is dressed as such, 

to which Pym responds by impersonating a young ruffian, hence successfully duping 

the old man and leaves New Bedford. The protagonist has to refrain from “screaming 

with laughter at the odd manner in which the old gentleman received this handsome 

rebuke” (67) after the hoax and humiliation of his grandfather, who is “more attached” 

to him “than any other person in the world” (57).  

Pym’s grandfather signifies normative manhood: in rejecting his “wealth, power, 

station, industry, customs, lineage, primogeniture, and tradition,” Pym rejects 

normative masculinity and undertakes a voyage which epitomizes his yearning to 

make sense of his position within and in relation to the ostracized community to 

which he belongs (Greven 136). Through the disavowal of his own name, Pym 

abandons both his original loved object and his ties to the patriarchal order. As Judith 

Butler notes, “the name as patronym does not only bear the law, but institutes the 

law . . . producing a subject on the basis of a prohibition, a set of laws that 

differentiates subjects through the compulsory legislation of sexed social 

positionalities” (Bodies That Matter 154). In other words, Pym’s act of unnaming not 

only disengages him from the mandatory inclusion in heterosexualized and patriarchal 
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masculinity, but established his amorphous, unnamable nonsubjectivity. Despite 

Peters’s initial complicity with the mutineers, later in the novel, he forms a bona fide 

alliance with Pym and Augustus, who are then held captive by the violent mob on the 

Grampus. Read alongside the homoerotic undercurrent lurking between Pym, 

Augustus, and Peter, the protagonist’s revolt against the Father and the subsequently 

shared mourning by the fraternal order allegorizes the Freudian scenario of primal 

parricide, where the fraternity experiences deferred affection for the Father in the 

form of guilt and remorse.  

 

4.2 Unmournable Loss: Broken Intimacy and Impossible Love 

As explicated in Chapter One, the Freudian schema postulates that the fraternal 

brothers undergo simultaneously admiration and hatred for the Father, who poses a 

great threat to the fulfillment of their sexual desires. Through parricide, they identify 

with him and dispense of the hindrance he presented, but such identification is 

consummated in the form of guilt and remorse. Namely, the murderous group 

experiences collectively a psychological procedure termed “deferred obedience,” 

wherein the fraternity internalizes the prohibition previously enforced by the Father’s 

actual presence (Totem 166). The taboo against incest here becomes the group of 

men’s motive to salvage the fraternity order which made them strong. Significantly, 

Freud argues for the possibility that such an organization “might have been based on 

homosexual feelings and acts” (167). However, the homosexual cathexis that forms 

the basis of patriarchal homosociality must be repudiated along with incestuous 

desires. In this regard, the fraternity is “always already haunted and left by its 

internalized awareness of the prohibition against the homosexual desires that 

mobilized it in the first place.” Consequently, the fraternal order can thus be 

understood as “a shared male mourning for the father who was the original object of 
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desire and who must now be the identification figure” (Greven 128). In Pym, such 

preemptive loss comes to shape Poe’s representation of American manhood, 

exemplified by the textual absence of mourning in the narrative.  

In particular, Pym’s mockery of his grandfather is later met with a sense of guilt 

and self-criticism. As he confesses, an “intense hypocrisy” surges while he is 

surreptitiously scheming to gratify his “burning expectation” to travel but pretends to 

be utterly immersed in his studies (2: 66). Such self-criticism is characteristic of the 

Freudian melancholiac, one that undergoes “an extraordinary diminution on his 

self-regard, an impoverishment of his ego on a grand scale” manifested in the form of 

self-reproaches (“Mourning” 246). Hence, Pym’s self-reproach can be seen as the 

melancholic aftereffect both of the totemic parricide and of the subsequent loss of 

patronymic ties. Immediately after a narrow escape from a violent gale on the 

whaling-ship The Penguin, the narrator confesses that:  

For the bright side of the painting I had a limited sympathy. My visions 

were of shipwreck and famine; of death or captivity among barbarian 

hordes; of a lifetime dragged out in sorrow and tears, upon some gray and 

desolate rock, in an ocean unapproachable and unknown. Such visions or 

desires . . . are common, I have since been assured, to the whole 

numerous race of the melancholy among men. (65, emphasis mine)  

As Greven cogently expounds, the preposition “among” here signifies a 

particular group of men within the larger race of masculinity, whose defining 

attributes are their disqualified identities which result in estrangement by the larger 

class of normative manhood (134). A telling piece of evidence is how the very names 

“Captain Guy” and “Dirk Peters” imply a satirical image of masculine virility. 

Furthermore, the novel’s handy disposal of its male authoritative figures such as 

Captains Barnard and Guy also reaffirms the fraternity’s defiance against patriarchal 
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order. In choosing a path alternative to marital and familial domesticity, Pym’s men 

are cut off from the privileges assured by patriarchal power. Namely, Poe’s “race of 

melancholy men” is a “gendered subaltern class” situated within normative manhood; 

their “gendered dispossession” provides them an escape route from compulsory 

masculine self-fashioning but reveals a sense of disconnection immanent in Poe’s 

homosocial bonding. In other words, Pym’s resolute detachment from his grandfather 

to join the subaltern same-gender group on a journey attests to the fact that fraternity 

essentially anticipates a collective male mourning for the original object of desire, 

namely, the Father. As such, the violent Grampus mutiny can hence be viewed as a 

combat against the Father for “the female body of a ship” (137) emblematic of the 

Mother, re-enacting the Freudian primordial parricide. Yet, the men’s mourning for 

their cut-off bonds with patriarchal order later sinks further and further into the throes 

of melancholia.  

Specifically, albeit surviving a mutiny and a shipwreck, Augustus dies after the 

deterioration of a severe wound he receives during the reclamation of the Grampus. 

The crew is then overwhelmed by “the most gloomy forebodings” that exert such a 

great influence on their mentality to the extent that they remain completely silent for 

hours (13: 142). According to the narrator, the despondent men “[sit] motionless by 

the corpse during the whole day, and never [address] each other except in a whisper” 

(142), temporarily paralyzed by emotionless stupor and self-forgetting abandonment. 

Curiously, nothing about Augustus is mentioned thereafter, while the remainder of the 

narration is prevailed by elaborate, pseudoscientific illustrations of fauna and flora. 

Here, the focus of the novel shifts from an ambitious expedition that follows the 

collective male mourning for the Father to an emotionless void marked by 

unconscious lethargy and numbness. Such a lapse into silence and torpid state of mind 

can be seen as manifestation of an interminable lament over the ungrievable loss of 
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homosexual cathexis. Their prolonged and indeterminable mourning, albeit never 

explicitly articulated in words but presents itself on the textual level, thematizes a 

gender melancholy wherein the Father is both the sign and symptom of the repressed 

object of desire that has returned to haunt the fraternal order. The physical and 

emotional unavailability of Poe’s Jacksonian men can therefore be seen as a result of 

the unattainable social ideal of normative masculinity. However, the melancholy of 

Pym’s men is tied to at least two facets: their detachment from the patriarchal order 

and the ungrieved/ungrievable love they have for each other.  

Rewriting the conventional Freudian formulation, the fraternal trio in Pym 

nonetheless dramatizes the “homosexual feelings and acts” that undergird their 

homosocial/homosexual fraternal bonding. In this respect, Pym’s reiteration of the 

word “desire” sheds light on the significance of such a fraternal homosexual 

attachment in constructing antebellum manhood. Such desire is inextricably tied to his 

“burning expectation” to be with a crew of men who not only are “anti-life” but act 

perversely and erratically with no affective rationalizations. As an illustration, after 

Augustus’s death, Peters’s emotional bond with Pym immediately ferments into 

something verging on the brink of male-male intimacy. When the pair discovers the 

treacherous Tsalalians’ intention to orchestrate an artificial landslide which results in 

the crew’s destruction, they find themselves trapped on the Island of Tsalal and buried 

deeply in a gorge. Despite the living inhumation that claims the life of a friend, Pym 

struggles to drag Peters out, who is buried beneath the rubbish of the collapsed chasm. 

After a narrow escape, they imbue each other’s heart with hope while Peters provides 

a mental shelter for the protagonist with affectionate tenderness, “fights his battles 

like a big brother; and like a lover, holds him safe and warm when the defeated 

wanderer seeks his bloody embrace, impotent and whimpering” (Fielder 396).The 

intensity of their mutual affection reaches zenith when the two survivors find their 
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way out of the cleft, during which Pym is suspended merely on a daunting cliff wall.  

 At this crucial moment, the protagonist reveals a perverse desire to fall into the 

abyss: 

For one moment my fingers clutched convulsively upon their hold, while, 

with the movement, the faintest possible idea of ultimate escape 

wandered, like a shadow, through my mind—in the next my whole soul 

was pervaded with a longing to fall; a desire, a yearning, a passion utterly 

uncontrollable. I let go at once my grasp upon the peg, and, turning half 

round from the precipice, remained tottering for an instant against its 

naked face. But now there came a spinning of the brain; a shrill-sounding 

and phantom voice screamed within my ears; a dusky, fiendish, and filmy 

figure stood immediately beneath me; and, sighing, I sunk down with a 

bursting heart, and plunged within its arms. (23: 198) 

It is, of course, Peters who gently catches him with a firm embrace. Notably, 

Fiedler observes that here “the language of horror becomes that of eroticism, the 

dying plunge becomes a climactic embrace,” testifying to the fact that “the longing to 

fall and the desire for the dark spouse are one, a single perverseness” (396). Such a 

unity situates the suicidal longing once again back into the orbit of queer melancholia. 

As previously mentioned, the melancholiac’s self-beratement is in fact violence 

toward a loved object, later transferred inward onto the patient’s ego. If we consider 

the fact that the suicidal melancholiac’s self-destructive impulses as a disguised form 

of accusations directed at another individual, Pym’s longing to fall might very well 

represent an aggression toward a lost beloved object. Along this line of reasoning, we 

can understand Pym’s hypocrisy as initially connected to the inability to love his 

grandfather, an inhibited desire later transferred to Augustus, whom he cannot name 

as his object of desire either.  
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Butler’s formulation of melancholia is undoubtedly sonorous here: insofar as 

properly gendered subjectivity mandates the preemptive loss of the primordial loved 

object and such a loss is founded on the foreclosure of homosexual potentialities, one 

is always already caught in a cultural predicament wherein homosexual attachments 

can only be mourned with great difficulty. Predicated on this basis, Pym’s self-critical 

reflections can be viewed as an aggression aimed at Augustus, an anger that originates 

from Augustus’s refusal to be saved by him and the impossible love which Augustus 

awakens in him. In this case, the renounced object is also the object that forsakes and 

disconnects the lover, presumably because the love between them is one that cannot 

be acknowledged by culture as reality. Unnamable and ungrievable as such, Pym’s 

endlessly deferred mourning riffs on the Butlerian melancholia by exemplifying a 

gender predicament wherein the attachment between subject and object lacks an 

adequate signifier. Perhaps we can read the protagonist’s melancholy as an expression 

of a dissatisfaction toward culture’s ills; that is, the genuine object of Pym’s rage 

might not be Augustus at all, but rather the social milieu they share. Indeed, Pym’s 

melancholia can be read as a nostalgic yearning for reconciliation between the 

individual and the patriarchal order, a cultural symptom bound by an unrealized and 

unrealizable longing that is the lover’s very paralysis. 

 

4.3 Cannibalistic Desire and Homosexuality 

The most pronounced allusion to homosexuality in Pym is, however, cannibalism. 

Prior to Augustus’s death while Pym’s men desperately wait for deliverance on the 

now ravaged Grampus, they encounter a Dutch vessel at sea. This vessel, according to 

the narrator, is a hermaphrodite brig on which three Hollanders can be faintly 

identified. Clinging to the last hope, the crew on the Grampus scrutinizes from afar 

and discovers two seamen lying on the sails while the third, leaning against starboard, 
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seems to be observing them attentively. This last man is tall and stout; judging by his 

gesticulations, the man appears to be “encouraging [them] to have patience, nodding 

to [them] in a cheerful although rather odd way” (10: 123). Yet upon the brig’s 

approach, the crew is suddenly overwhelmed by an infernal stench, followed by a 

vivid sight of dozens of human bodies scattered around in the most gruesome state of 

putrefaction. The significance of this scene, of course, lies in its satirical effect where 

the fraternity is rendered powerless and forlorn by a mock-salvational vessel.  

However, Poe’s introduction of the hermaphrodite sheds light on the nature of 

such a nautical encounter as well. Markedly, albeit by definition a hermaphrodite brig 

is a “sailing vessel that combines the characters of two kinds of craft” (OED), Poe 

draws the readers’ attention to the fact that both male and female corpses intersperse 

the boat, creating a biological sense of literal hermaphrodism (Greven 145). In this 

sense, the hermaphrodite brig can perhaps be interpreted as the nightmarish 

heterosexual relations that have haunted Poe’s fraternity, a previously discarded 

normative order as a hyper-sensationalized return of the repressed. By representing 

male-female as grotesque spectacle, the presence of the hermaphrodite brig compels 

the fraternity to “confront disavowed heterosexuality in the form of horrific squalor” 

that functions as “a staunch corrective to the attempted creation of a fraternal order 

without women” (146).  

Indeed, Poe’s fraternity is once again disheartened and haunted by the broken 

promises of heteronormativity. Nonetheless, such a macabre sight does not simply 

portend oblivion of a gendered subaltern group, but excavates forbidden and deeply 

buried desires on Pym’s part. Immediately after the discovery of the grotesque motley 

of cadavers, a transient flash of corporeal, libidinous desire arises and becomes 

tangible in a thirst for another man’s flesh: Upon the sight of a gull dropping an 

appalling morsel of “liver-like substance,” Pym discloses, “May God forgive me, but 
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now, for the first time, there flashed through my mind a thought, a thought which I 

will not mention, and I felt myself making a step toward the ensanguined spot. I 

looked upward, and the eyes of Augustus met my own with a degree of intense and 

eager meaning which immediately brought me to my senses” (10: 125). The exchange 

of gazes here is hardly contingent, for it is Augustus, the protagonist’s closest 

companion, who returns a reciprocal look which is imbued with “intense and eager 

meaning.” Pym’s inexpressible longing comes alarmingly close to homoeroticism if 

we consider the fact that these cut-off men are presented with a meal that cannot be 

consumed—a carnal desire and atrocious appetite that can never be uttered, fulfilled 

or satiated, just like homosexual liaisons. Although vociferous claims and reports 

have been made on numerous cases of nineteenth-century sailors reduced to 

cannibalism by famine and shipwreck—hence socially acceptable at the time—the 

hunger in Pym’s gaze embodies a peculiar passion linked to repressed homosexual 

attraction.  

 Nevertheless, the interconnection between cannibalism and homosexuality is 

hardly an innovative one. Specifically, the body has been regarded as a site of 

stabilized subjectivity; it constitutes a boundary that defines the meaning of the self. 

This, however, is not the case with cannibalistic acts in practice. In cannibalism, what 

is alien and extraneous to the self becomes physically united and identified with it. 

While such an act presupposes an absolute dualism that divides inside from outside as 

well as a coherent structure of one’s own body, it paradoxically dissolves the structure 

it purports to hold. The idea of incorporation implies an unsettling force that 

subsumes what is alien to the ego until there remains no category of exteriority left to 

threaten the inner stability. Paradoxically, by devouring another man, one violates the 

boundary that stabilizes identities; cannibalism thus provides an “ecstatic union” by 

“reliev[ing] the self of the burden of selfhood”—an ultimate opportunity to “consume 
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or be consumed by another” (Crain 34). Similarly, incorporation oftentimes represents 

sexual intercourse: it is not uncommon for people to refer to sexual behaviors as a 

form of eating. For instance, an undeniable fact is that in French, to consume and 

consummate are the same word, while the Germans have a saying of “eating anybody 

through love.” On a metaphoric level, the phrase “you are what you eat” pertinently 

casts doubt on our basic perceptions of personal identity grounded on total unity and 

oneness. In these respects, cannibalism is overpoweringly erotic and self-shattering. 

Such an erotic dimension is taken further to form a linkage between cannibalism and 

taboo sex. For instance, in his reading of Herman Melville’s Typee, Caleb Crain 

explores the parallels between cannibalism and homosexuality. To begin with, the idea 

of cannibalism elicits an emotional double bind, one that occasions “delicious 

shudders” (33) constituted by the concurrence of horror and enthrallment, repulsion 

and fascination.  

Such a highly ambivalent affect is closely tied to the delightful horror of Poe’s 

conception of perverseness, while in Pym it takes the shape of bodily transgression 

fulfilled by cannibalism, the ultimate symbiotic union of Freud’s oral phase. Here 

cannibalism is typified both by bodily intimacy between statuesque nude men 

undressing for one another, Pym’s incipient voluptuous desire for male body, and the 

literal representation of cannibalism. Specifically, the act of cannibalism is literalized 

in a scene where Pym eats his fellow-traveler Richard Parker, even though such a 

deed is allegedly performed out of self-preservation. The hero, previously enthralled 

by something revolting, is propelled by an irresistible thirst and eventually loses 

control of his own actions. The abovementioned formula is ubiquitous in many Gothic 

novels and even more thematically related, in Melville’ maritime novel, where 

cannibalism frequently functions as a coded reference to homosexuality and the very 

idea of incorporation that threatens self-annihilation. More aptly put, cannibalism and 
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homosexuality both violate the divisions between identity and desire to the extent that 

it prefigures the disintegration of the self.  

By extension, though few accounts are made to elaborate the role of Parker in the 

fraternal group or his relation to Pym, he can perhaps be seen as a surrogate for 

Augustus, the original abandoned object which facilitates Pym’s melancholic 

incorporation, one that is saturated with both love and aggression. To borrow the 

Butlerian lexicon, if melancholic identification serves as a precondition for giving up 

on the object, the incorporation of the attachment becomes the act of identification per 

se, thereby granting the melancholiac an opportunity to preserve the object as part of 

the ego itself. Namely, if the internalization of loss is integral to the mechanism of its 

refusal, letting the object go would paradoxically mean averting the loss as a complete 

loss. Furthermore, there will be no utter abandonment of the object, only a shift of the 

object from externally to internal. In brief, relinquishing the object entails a 

melancholic incorporation. Read in tandem with the social and cultural prescription 

imposed by antebellum heterosexual manhood, Augustus’s body is thus emblematic of 

the barred object which demands preemptive repudiation for Pym. Through the 

incorporation of Augustus’s surrogate, the homosexual object-cathexis is then 

replaced by an identification under which the ego becomes “the sedimentation of 

those objects loved and lost, the archaeological remainder, as it were, of unresolved 

grief” (Psychic 167). In a period wherein love between men was an untouchable 

subject, the phraseology of cannibalism dilutes the shame that pertains to deviant 

sexualities, while granting accesses to a more permissible analog of violation of the 

male body.  

In essence, Pym can be viewed as Poe’s appropriation of the Freudian scenario, 

one that highlights the melancholiac’s ambivalent feelings toward the object of desire. 

The author’s revision is most vividly shown in the reversal of a spiritual communion 
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turned into somatic consummation. As previously mentioned, Poe’s eroticized 

treatment of relations between men, read alongside the melancholia shared by Pym 

and his crew, foregrounds a lament for alienation from one’s own gender, an 

indeterminable mourning for loss of male-male bonds that cannot be consistently 

sustained throughout the narrative. In Poe’s reenactment, the primal sons ate the 

original father so as to incorporate his power, but the parricide is not accomplished 

without the internalization of the Father’s authority. Consequently, the Father’s will is 

reinforced in the form of incorporated critical agency. It follows that the duality of 

eater/eaten cannot be overstepped or sublimated through internalization, but sustained 

in the sense that to eat the Father is an equivalent of being eaten by him. Moreover, 

Poe’s abjected specters, after consuming the Father, do not find solace in male-male 

bonding from the fraternal order, either.  

Despite Pym’s iteration of the intense emotional bonds he shares with Augustus, 

their “intimate communion” ultimately does not elevate the soul and underscores the 

brokenness of humanity rather than divinity. Poe’s understanding of soul-unity is 

paradoxically corporeal in that it diverges from the general idea of “the Christian soul, 

the spirit redeemed through sacrifice,” but rather a form of “sensibility” (Giraldi, 

Annotated Poe 430). When one’s perception of spirit is more akin to a sensibility, the 

consequences of evil are significantly neutered. This is perhaps why Poe’s fraternity 

responds to anguish and grief aesthetically rather than morally. In this regard, Poe 

fails to (and more likely does not intend to) sublimate the gothic into the tragic by 

“rais[ing] his characters to the Faustian level which alone dignifies Gothic fiction” 

(Fiedler 428). If anything, the sacral “interchange of character” only results in deeper 

levels of disconnection, where a profoundly melancholic yearning for the return to 

pre-Oedipus wholeness—the recuperation of an imagined lost unity—is ultimately 

denied. If there is indeed a soul-unity in Poe’s pseudo-quest-romance, it is 
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accomplished in a manner that acknowledges the infernal aspect of incorporation. 

 What most characteristically defines the fraternal relationships between Pym’s 

men is perhaps dejection and perverseness. As explicated in the previous section, it is 

Augustus’s perverse morbidity with depictions of “his more terrible moments of 

suffering and despair” that feeds Pym’s burgeoning wanderlust. More so, the 

protagonist writes of his “limited sympathy” for “the bright side of the painting” (65). 

Carrying with them the archaeological remainders and affective residue left by objects 

loved and lost, Poe’s men are “[p]erverse, immature, sterile, melancholic: even when 

they provoke fears about the future, they somehow also recall the past” (Love 6). 

Indeed, they thrive on self-condemnation and soul-vexation, negative sentiments that 

are extraordinary for a culture that bolsters progressive self-fashioning. As such, 

male-male relationships in Pym can be said to “queer” the Transcendentalist models 

of a messianic male subject position. In sum, Poe’s representation of manhood reveals 

how incomplete mourning over the loss of same-sex ties functions as an integral part 

of Jacksonian male identity and gender melancholia. If homoerotic desire lies at the 

heart of Poe’s male-male intimacy, it is couched in refusal and abnegation.  
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Chapter Five 

Conclusion 

 As I have endeavored to show in the Introduction, notwithstanding the critical 

attention to Poe’s writings, few studies have undertaken the task to tease out the 

interplay between homoeroticism and masculinity in his works. Critics have worked 

at the intersections of gender, race, and femininity, whereas few attempts to situate 

male affect and same-sex desire in its social and historical context. This is, of course, 

not to argue for a primacy of the approach employed in the present study, but to 

propose a backward glance at the much neglected queer aesthetics in Poe’s texts, 

where homosexuality is recurrently and unequivocally referenced. In so doing, the 

thesis broaches afresh questions that may at first sight seem like ahistorical projection 

of contemporary concerns, but ultimately reveal that it is precisely the temporal 

reversal along with what has been dismissed as anachronistic in recent scholarship 

that makes Poe’s narratives so queer. 

Focusing on three texts of Edgar Poe, respectively, “The Black Cat,” “William 

Wilson,” and The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket, this thesis delves 

into the nature of male homosociality and discovers its intimate linkage to the 

construction of bourgeois Jacksonian manhood. Through an affectively-infused 

approach, the project reappraises Poe’s first-person male narrators and their 

homoerotic relationships with other male characters. In the hope of bridging the gap 

of under-researched aspects in Poe studies which for a large part focuses on race and 

femininity, this thesis proposes three queer readings of Poe’s texts by situating them 

back to a socio-economic dimension. These readings, nevertheless, do not seek to 

establish a historical legitimacy of the politics of representation in Poe’s stories, but to 

excavate the instability, performativity, constructedness, and finally—the Gothicness 

of their masculine identities in relation to their queer desires. After all, the crux of an 
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effective queer reading is to denaturalize the heteronormative logic that masculinity 

can only be imagined within the locus of domestic bliss and patriarchal shelter. Indeed, 

if there is one thing queer theory does, it is to sketch out a future that traverses and 

exists outside of normative time-space.  

This thesis thereby intended two interventions: by introducing the concept of 

queer Gothic into the current analysis, my study delineates a potential queer 

connotation of the three narrators’ disassociation from the patriarchal order. 

Reconsidering the failed manhood of Poe’s men, the project is able to conclude that 

the antebellum subject, bound by constrictive system of decorum and discretion, is 

ineluctably tied with negative affects—here most conspicuously linked to fear, 

paranoia, and melancholia. Reinterpreting the three works under analysis, the project 

observes that the affective dynamics between Poe’s male characters are inseparable 

from their broken masculinity and queer homoerotics. Although the intended effects 

of Poe’s three sensation tales may differ from each other, all of them in a broader 

sense call identity into question while by foregrounding uncertainty and 

undecidability in characterization, they also cast doubts on fiction and narrative as 

objective truths. In conclusion, Poe’s tales are in dialogue with the shifting definitions 

of manhood as well as their mutability, while they retroactively posit a queer intimacy 

between his male characters.  

“The Black Cat,” for instance, tackles a particular form of masculine fear that 

reflects the predicament of being a Jacksonian man caught within the confines of 

heterosexual domesticity. Whereas critical assessments frequently attributed the 

narrator’s violence solely to his effeminacy and frustrated masculinity, thereby 

equating his murders with a hypermasculine reassertion of power, the study sees his 

fear and self-destruction as an affectively productive locus of queer potentiality. By 

mapping out the Victorian separate spheres with a focus on taverns as homosocial 
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spaces, the study is able to substantiate a connection between the narrator’s 

perverseness with a homosocial desire that is subjected to heteronormative cultural 

silencing. Specifically, the project sees the narrator’s relationships with the two cats in 

light of the homosocial structure as theorized by Sedgwick. Here Poe’s 

conceptualization of perverseness corresponds to the emotional disturbances that 

foreground Jacksonian manhood.  

Following this line of reasoning, the present study probes into Sedgwick’s theory 

of homosocial desire and examine how it shapes individual personal experience in 

“William Wilson.” More precisely, this thesis focuses on the structurally coexisting 

forces of love and hate in the narrator’s homosocial relation with his uncanny double. 

Here Wilson’s fervid curiosity, fostered by the unfathomable identity of his namesake, 

can be interpreted as a crucial factor of his ambivalent feelings toward the man. While 

exhaustive studies have been taken upon to validate the readings wherein the second 

Wilson is treated as the narrator’s super-ego, the present study further argues that 

Gothic doubling finds expression in this tale in the form of capitalist competitiveness. 

Admittedly, “William Wilson” interrogates the theoretical problem of selfhood, often 

grounded in self-alienating specularity in Western philosophy. While such a 

psychoanalytic interpretation serves as an anchorage point for further excavations of 

subject formation in this story, its omission of Wilson’s conscious repudiation of the 

symbolic order deserves further discussions. Building on this observation, the project 

sets out to examine Poe’s doubling in relation to the narrator’s paranoia and his 

disengagement from the patriarchal social order. Through a reassessment of the 

gentlemanly edifices of Poe’s male characters, this study explores the constructedness 

of antebellum manhood and discovers a concurrence of onanism and homosexuality 

in Poe’s time, thereby establishing a linkage between Wilson’s narcissistic desire and 

its homoerotic potentialities.  
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Similarly, the queer connotations and possible repercussions of such a break 

from patronymic ties can also be found in Pym, wherein becoming the antebellum 

subject entails a preclusion of homosexual attachments. Reconsidering the 

protagonist’s inability to mourn Augustus Barnard’s death alongside his defiance 

against his grandfather, this study sees Arthur Gordon Pym as the Butlerian 

melancholic subject, whose object cathexis is impeded by and subjugated to 

patriarchal power. The study also employs Freud’s formulation of the primordial 

parricide with an aim to reinterpret the cannibalistic scene in the novella. Read in this 

light, the fraternal revolt that works at the center of the story can be viewed as a form 

of gender nonconformity that foregrounds guilt in the abandonment of familial bonds. 

This is most pronounced in Pym’s hypocrisy and the deferral of his mourning, an 

aftereffect of the disassociation from one’s gender. More specifically, by underscoring 

the centrality of loss in Poe’s male subject formation, this thesis designates that the 

melancholia of Pym, exemplified in a narratorial absence of mourning, testifies to the 

rigid cultural prohibition of alternative sexuality. 

Finally, this thesis holds that the backward feelings (as Heather Love would have 

it) of Poe’s men—specifically fear, paranoia, and melancholia—are derived from the 

subject’s linguistic deadlock of naming/identifying the objects of desire. In this 

respect, the Jacksonian man-on-the-make ethos largely explains the emotional 

unavailability of Poe’s men. Future research into Poe’s writings would do well to 

probe deeper into the historical trajectories of homoeroticism and male empowerment, 

while a full treatment of queer radicality in Poe would have to incorporate what Ellis 

Hanson terms “a close reading” that subjugates the multifarious social decorum to 

rigorous scrutiny with an aim to disclosing “their incoherence, instability, and 

artificiality, such that sexual pleasure or desire . . . becomes instead a performative 

effect of language, politics, and the endless perversity and paradox of symbolic . . . 
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meaning” (4). There is also the need to take properly into account Poe’s treatment of 

female characters for a complete consideration of sexuality in his works. Hopefully, 

this thesis will serve as an index to studies of male-male encounters in antebellum 

sensation and Gothic novels that move beyond compulsorily heterosexual readings of 

men. 
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